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Hello. my name is Mike Aspros. I live in Vancouver. WA for three years. 
Previously. I lived in Linnton. Oregon. a suburb of Portland along St. Helens Road (US 
HWY 30). Our neighborhood pai1icipated in emergency planning with the City Portland. 
We are one of a few areas in Portland that shares residential with industrial. The primary 
industrial uses are petroleum based business. such as petroleum tanks. and pipelines that 
feed into the regions energy infrastructure. What made our neighborhood unique is the 
wild interface that we abutted against such as Forest Park. Sauvies Island including 
Sauvies Wildlife Refuge and the confluence of the Willamette River and Columbia. 

rm Writing because I have deep concerns for the world"s largest fracked-gas to 
methanol refinery and export terminal proposed in Kalama. WA along the Columbia 
River. The eight I 05 FT tall tanks each holding 9.4 million gallons of volatile methanol 
sit in a floodplain area on dredged sand that has a moderate to high risk of liquefying and 
could drop 2 FT in an earthquake. According to independent analysis conducted by the 
Northwest Citizen Science Initiative. the entire downtown and all 3 Kalama schools are 
within the glass-shattering ··blast zone"'. There is overwhelming documentation we are 
endangered by a subduction zone earthquake in our region. If one should occur with the 
refinery. we would have a catastrophe. not just for human life but the life of °"'ildlife that 
depend on the Columbia River as their stronghold. rm concern about the Sau\'ies Island 
Refuge and the fragile ecosystem where many animals cannot be found elsewhere 
because their habitat has already been developed for human uses. 

I care about this issue because I have spent a great an1ount of time exploring 
Sauvies Island Refuge, across the river, Ridgefield Wildlife refuge. and Smith and Bybee 
Lakes in North Portland. This is a stronghold for animals such as bald eagles, otters, 
herons, pelicans. and several duck and geese species. They roam up and down the 
Columbia utilizing the river as a food source. I have spent eight years observing wildlife 
and writing poetry and prose to help raise awareness of the unprecedented wildlife 
resources. My poetry has appeared in Raven Chronicles. Cirque, Four and Twenty. The 
Grove Review. Audubon's The Warhler, and selected for public art installations along 
The Portland-Milwaukie Light Rail (PLMR). 

Please, start over. seek help from the statewide Department of Ecology, and create 
an accurate environmental impact statement that correctly studies the risk of a subduction 
zone earthquake on this proposed facility. I strongly feel ifs flawed. risking human and 
wildlife wellbeing if an earthquake occurred. I"ve enclosed some of my published poems 
that were inspired by these great places mentioned in my letter. 

Something A Salmon Might ay 

I learned about faith when the 
River took its first bend. 
I felt in my gills everything 
The river had touched. 

We spring up waterfalls. 
The steepest one has yet to 
Tum me back. DEC 2 o 2018 

LA P 

1
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Silent Stream 

A curious stream moves me 
Swiftly towards simplicity. 
It moves otters to kneel in blue light 
And cranes to bellow 

1 Their throats like organ reeds. 

Sunset on Cunningham Lake 

Sinking sunbeams bathe spike reeds 

In gold, on the wapato mudflats. 
Outside my fortress of limbs 
Otters chirp and flip onto their 
Backs, and Sandhill cranes sound their 

Siren-calls. 

Love. Not Fear 

A thunderstorm beats in my heart. 
Will coyotes shred my limbs? 
They howl beyond slopes of cedars. 
Are they further then they seem? 

Elation in their siren songs 

Reveal words my heart knows too. 
Like winds that blow through woods and ferns, 

They cry, "Love" as I do. 

Lose Yourself Here 

Come alone and be read1 
For the acrobatics and snapping Vvings 
Of bats bringing the blinking night 
Down upon the pond. 

Come alone and hear the robins sing 

That sun is setting, as the blue sky 
Fades through. 

Bottomlands 

Sandhill cranes trumpet praise as 

Floodwaters weave into the Wapato forest. 
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Afternoon Delight 

Like whiskered water snakes, 
Two river otters glide 
Through the flooded ash forest. 
They sniff the air and grunt 
Before diving beneath 
The glassy water, without 
Making a ripple. 

Paradise Is ... 

Paradise is a snowmelt-ripened river 
Flooding a wild meadow, 
Its swollen cottonwoods 
Cracking away their shaggy bark. 

Paradise is a road 
Winding through a chorus 
Of jubilant frogs, 
During a wam1 spring dusk. 

Sincerely, � 
Mike Aspros 
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From: Mike Burt
To: POK
Subject: Kalama Methanol Plant comments
Date: Wednesday, December 12, 2018 5:30:29 PM

Comments regarding the proposed Kalama Methanol facility:

My name is Mike Burt.  I have lived in Longview for the last 20 years, settling here after
concluding that southwest Washington state offers the best quality of life of all the other
places I have been.  The methanol plant proposal has left me concerned that it will  alter the
balance between a sustainable quality of life and the forces of progress.  While it is not
realistic to oppose economic growth out of the fear of change. I do believe that it is the
responsibility of those who live here to work to ensure that a balance between growth and
quality of life is maintained – even if that gets in the way of change. 

Seldom do we see a development project offered on the basis that it will enhance the quality of
life in our area.  Most stress certain financial incentives – as would any time-tested marketing
effort.  But the only opportunity to actually weigh the impact of quality of life issues is during
the approval process.  Unfortunately, since many of these issues cannot easily be quantified it
makes them entirely subjective – and therefore political in nature.  Still, one can hope that
those charged with this duty will work to balance the overall benefits of a particular project
against the overall and long-term costs, including the degradation of the quality of life. This is
especially important when those primarily benefitting from the proposed development do not
live here. 

My specific questions that make me nervous about the Kalama plant are these:

1. Opportunity costs:  It seems to me likely that both fossil fuel and plastics face an
uncertain future due to documented environmental degradation and climate change caused by
these products.  Is it worth the risk to the community?  What industry won’t be here because
the methanol plant is?  Can’t we do better than this?  Please recognize that this is a true cost
that will affect the balance of the cost-benefit analysis.

2. Tax incentives:  The public attitude towards corporate welfare is rapidly changing.  Do we
really want to spend money to pay other countries to build huge chemical plants in our
communities?  We all know that only a relative few will reap the majority of benefits of such a
large plant as the methanol refinery.  Do you want to be the one who says yes?

3. Loan guarantees:  This is another benefit to corporations resulting in a liability to the
people who will ultimately pay the price.  Banks charge interest to offset their liability, but the
people who will bear the liability for a corporate failure do not receive anything to offset it. It
is another cost that can’t easily be quantified, since it may not happen;  we are counting on
you to seriously consider whether this risk is worth taking.

1
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While big corporations and even other countries try to power their way into our small
communities, their thumbs are on the scale to serve their purposes simply by conveniently
overlooking these important hidden costs.  You are the only force that can recognize this
reality.  Please give these considerations the weight they deserve.

Sincerely,

Mike Burt 

This email is confidential and should only be read by the intended recipient. Any email
received or sent by the Port of Kalama may be subject to disclosure under the Open Public
Records Act of Washington State RCW 42.56.
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Dec.20,2018 

Port of Kalama 
110 W Marine Drive
Kalama, WA 98625 

re: SEIS submitted by Northwest Innovation Works 

I urge you to consider how the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) 
submitted by Northwest Innovation Works (NWIW), a Chinese company wanting to turn
tracked gas into methanol and ship it to China using it for fuel and to make plastic, 
violates Washington state law since it fails to consider the full climate impacts of the
project. 

The SEIS claims the refinery will replace China's use of coal to make methanol. By 
claiming replacement of dirtier Chinese coal, we are to believe the end result will be
cleaner air. 

The SEIS ignores credible studies on methane leakage. It relies on a single study of
leakage from a single area in British Columbia for the 40-year project lifetime. 

The SEIS assumes a methane leakage rate of only 0.32 percent. Multiple studies have
shown much higher leakage rates of 1.1 % to as high as 17%. 

The SEIS underestimates the amount and potency of methane produced. It fails to use 
a realistic 20-year global warming potential instead of the 100-year timeframe. Methane
breaks down much quicker than carbon dioxide and is 86 times more powerful than 
carbon dioxide as a greenhouse gas over a 20-year timeframe, but only 28-34 times
more powerful over a 100-year timeframe. 

NWIW claims it will mitigate greenhouse gas pollution that occurs within Washington
state but pollution in China and elsewhere affects climate over the entire earth. It 
provides no details on how it will accomplish this goal. 

As a scientist myself, I urge you to evaluate problems of the current SEIS and ask for a
new one if the company is still pursuing the refinery. 

��packer, MD 
5
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I was born and grew up in Longview, WA. 

I do not believe the DSEIS adequately addresses upstream pollution in the 
lifecycle study for the proposed Kalama methanol refinery. For instance, the 
refinery would increase the amount of natural gas moving through the current 
pipeline, and inevitably more pipelines (not just a short extension spur to the 
refinery) would need to be built once reserves are drawn down. (I resent this 
becauseby state law, new pipelines have to be paid by ALL ratepayers, not just 
the refinery "hog" that would be creating the need for new pipelines in the first 
place.) 

Natural gas lines are known to have not insignificant leaks and even "smallish" 
sounding amounts of 1 % - 3% escaping are extremely harmful for climate change 
due to methane being 50 times more greenhouse gas-producing than carbon 
dioxide. Don't forget also the harmful effects to people who are nearby. Infants 
and children do not have agency and cannot simply move away from the 
problem. 

The natural gas feedstock is proposed to be sourced from tracking to take place 
in British Columbia, but in all likelihood that will not be enough and eventually it 
will also need to come from tracking in the Rocky Mountain States. Regardless 
of source, tracked gas is known to disturb bedrock, cause earthquakes, and most 
terribly of all: poison groundwater with chemicals that cause cancer, birth 
defects, miscarriage, and stillbirth. The DSEIS does not adequately take into 
·account the harm caused by tracking, especially because Life Cycle Associates,
(hired and paid for by the proponents of the refinery, talk about the fox guarding
the henhouse!), carefully selected their statistics to paint a cheery but inaccurate
picture of the long-term affects of the additional tracked natural gas that would be
needed for feedstock to the refinery.

I ask that ALL the permitting agencies involved start over, consult with the 
Washington Dept of Ecology, and create a revised supplemental environmental 
impact statement regarding the climate effects of tracked gas and pipeline leaks 
using an accurate 20 year model (not a 100 year model), and also take into 
account the many harms to nearby inhabitants previously mentioned. 

Nancy Elbert 

1
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--- - - -

Public Comment: 

Kalama Methanol Refinery Supplemental Environmental Impact 

Statement 

Submitted by 

N 
Mailing address 

_______________________________ turn over to continue writing ....

You can submit written testimony in the following ways: 

• Hand into the sign in table at today's event;

• Email your comment directly to seis@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com;

• Mail your comment to: 

KMMEF EIS 

c/o SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama 

110 West Marine Drive 

Kalama, WA 98625 

Remember: All comments are due by 5 p.m. on December 28, 2018. 

There is no limit to the number of comments you can submit. 

--

DEC 2 6 2018 

1
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KALAMA� 
Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: .A/e4<2'i &J V&j 
Address:       
Phone:   

Email: 1  

ded to the electronic notification list for the project 

DEC 26 2018

L 

1
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KMMEF EIS 

% SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama 

110 West Marine Drive 

Kalama WA 98625 

DEC 10 2018 

PORT Of KALAM1-\ 

I am a retired RN and resident of Kalama. I am absolutely against the approval of the NWIW 

refinery in Kalama. The supplemental SEIS that was recently completed appears to whitewash 

all of the damaging environmental effects that this refinery would create. The claim that this 

enormous tracked-gas-to-methanol will be good for our climate is ridiculous. Fracked gas is not 

clean energy. The fracturing process pollutes our soil, water, and air. Methane is a 

climate-damaging greenhouse gas. Leakage into the atmosphere occurs throughout the 

process. If the Kalama refinery operates for the 40 years expected by NWIW, the end result will 

be decades of climate pollution. There is no evidence to the conclusion that methanol made 

from the tracked gas will replace dirtier methanol made from coal in China and therefore will 

reduce global pollution! We have no control over how China uses methanol or coal. 

Our gas company serves the area from southwest Washington to southern Oregon.The refinery 

alone will need 50% more of that gas daily than what is now used for the whole area each day 

during the peak of cold weather. Natural gas is a fixed quantity in our ground. To use and send 

this amount of methanol to China for 40 years is extremely short-sighted. 

For the sake of the air we breathe, the rivers, oceans, and wildlife we love and enjoy, and the 

futures of future generations to come, please reject this project. 

g;:� uJ/k{F 
Priscilla Wright 

   

   

1
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Public Comment: 

Kalama Methanol Refinery Supplemental Environmental Impact 

Statement 

Submitted by 
____s' C OT I 2>At.:7 

••�M • -•£ 

Mailing address 

      
 

tum over to continue writing .... 
------------------------------

You can submit written testimony in the following ways; 
• Hand into the sign in table at today's event;
• Email your comment directly to seis@kalamamfgfacHitysepa.com;
• Mail your comment to:

KMMEF ElS 

clo SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama 

110 West Marine Drive 

Kalama, WA 98625 

Remember; All comments are due by 5 p.m. on December 28, 2018. 

There is no limit to the number of comments you can submit. 

,; '  

l. 
! ,,, , 

DEC 26 20':3
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I am a Kalama resident Opposed to the Methanol Phmt in Kalama for the following reasons: 

1. Safety - Possible explosions due to gas leaks, as well as methanol production, such as has occurred in in
Garland TX, 2012, and in Tianjin, China 2015 (killing 173). Proponents of the plant cite these explosions were
caused by human error, but the Kalama plant1will also be operated by humans, capable of new unforeseen
errors. Plus, China'-s record on chemical fact<)>ry explosions is poor. They haven't improved since the 2015
explosion, as there were explosions in 2018 i

t 
Hebei province (killing 23), and another in Sichuan this year

(killing 19). While the US OSHA laws gener lly result in higher safety than China's, skirting of these laws by
companies is not infrequent, often at the top-• own directive of upper management and ownership ( which will
be Chinese or NWIW). Even in the EU, with very stringent safety regulations, there was a recent methanol
plant explosion in Norway (Dec 19, 2018}. 4ven if the explosion is contained within the site, which is an
argument of the proponents, this area is heavily wooded and the region has been subject to extreme wildfires
due to drier summers. Average wind speeds :Would be enough to cause a fire to spread into the nearby forests,
then to the rural homes, and finally to the town of Kalama.

2. Health Planned emissions may be below u;s environmental .safety law� but the overallhistory of medical
science is that the acceptable levels of the past are found to be unacceptable as medical technology and
diagnosis capability improves. Plus, there is always the concern of accidental releases.

3. Aesthetics- Installing a > 150' emission tower in a new part of town separated from the existing smaller
emission towers will de!:,>Tade visual environment, and likely start a new sprawl of such emissions towers. lt

will easily be visible from I-5, as well as many homes in the hills around Kalama river road, and to those on the
north and west sides of Green mountain (While I live on the south side of Green Mountain, I do care about
impact to my neighbors, and community). Kalama is poised to grow into a tourist and potential business office
area, with its relative proximity to the PDX airport, and new attractions such as the McMenamin' s Harbor
Lodge, the scenic location, and recreational access to the Columbia river. Let us continue to move in that
direction, as opposed to a chemical factory that will pull us toward the past. Aesthetics are important and affects
all local residents' home values.

4. Plastics - Right now in Cowlitz county, plastics recycling has failed, and there is continual evidence and
reporting of increasing plastics' pollutions in our oceans, especially in the scientific press. We should not
contribute to the plastics industry.

5. Financial - There is no clause in the contact for the factory owners to pay for the dismantling of the factory and
tower if the economics don't work out. Given latest situation on tariffs between the Us and China, the financial
viability of the plant is nowhere certain. If that happens, we will be left with a rusting eyesore, like are seen
throughout the rust belt and creating disincentive for companies to locate offices there.

6. Scale of the factory - This is too huge for Kalama. the plant will consume more water than the entire city of
Kalama, and more gas than the major NW cities combined, including Seattle, Portland, and Spokane.

7. Opening the door to further gas produdion facilities in Cowlitz and Clark counties- The inner mountain
states like Utah, Wyoming, etc., do not have port access, and want to use our ports for closest access to the
Asian market. Once this pipeline is increased, and branched off to this site, the door is open for many other
similar plants as the volume of gas produced in those regions far exceeds their ability to economically transport
it by other means ( such as via the heavily polluted Gulf of Mexico region). We do not want to end up like that
region, which is well known for extremely poor he� and threats to its fishing industry.

1
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- ---- -------- ----

Sharon Bucher

E c lE' r �l rr 

DEC 26 2018 
To the Port of Kalama and Cowlitz County::tQ:�i•:� /.,, ... ,,.

1 \ I ,,.if• l\f' I ii,;,;� 
' t'"l,�_j''•if::t :,_ 

My name is Dr. Sharon Bucher, I've lived in Battle Ground, Wa for over 35 yrs. I want 
to say first that I am for protecting the beautiful habitat of the PNW: the forests, fish, 
birds, rivers, and people ....... and I am against plastics. That is the choice, plastics 
versus our environment. 

The drilling to produce fracked gas pollutes waterways, Land and air. The EIS 
underestimates the leakage of the potent green house gas, methane. The transport 
by pipeline unfairly takes land by eminent domain for corporate profit npt for the 
common good. The pipeline risks lea}<s and explosions which are not a matter of ifs 
but of whens ...... 

The production of methanol by the biggest refinery in the world would require huge 
amounts of electricity and water. By 2025 it would be the single largest climate 
polluter in the state. The salmon and steelhead runs are already crashing, the crab 
are not harvestable, the snowpack is shrinking, the forests are burning!!! And yet 
we consider this plant ..... And for what? The few jobs building the plant will end and 
likely the running of the plant will be mechanized and robotized- the Chinese excel 
at this. And for what? To make plastics? Jobs can be gener-atedindean energy 
production. 

Plastics are environmentally harmful in their own right. Marine scientists predict 
the sea will soon hold more_ plastic by weight than fish. The plastics in the ocean 
are mistakenly eaten by birds and mammals, causing starvation as tl:leir stomachs 
fill up. The chemical breakdown of plastics causes hormone disruptiQn seen in too 
many same- sex off spring, leading to reproductive failures. Please conpider the 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT of the end product of the refinery- thatjs PLASTICS. 

We are already living with a changing climate . How extreme that will be depends on 
the actions we take NOW. 

Thank You 

1
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SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama, 110 West Marine Dr, Kalama WA 98625 
ATTN: Public Comment on KMMEF EIS 

Dear Governor lnslee, Port of Kalama, Cowlitz County and Washington Dept of Ecology 

�, •;  :-+�s.,., :J·:;� 
' ,,, "' "' 
� � : �- f ,,  j  "' 

DEC 26 2me 

-j 
· . ! 

't'-·.;  � '"' �-. < ., ,> .. �, .< ': --:-. �: 

,t"\.,,.J.z \::,� t,/� - ;;; , .. .. .. .:. . -: ..,\:-,, .  , 
Building the world's largest tracked gas-to-methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington is tne wrong direction for our 
safety, river and climate. I have the following specific concerns: 

Th D5t1S- � � � � 'i ,1/1/� 

�tff:tf� �� 
_______________ (Check here to continue comments on the other side. ) iii 
The Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement grossly misrepresents and underestimates the staggering 
climate pollution from Northwest Innovations Works' proposed petrochemical refinery. It is inadequate and 
inaccurate. 

By completing this comment card you agree to receive updates about fracked gas projects and other climate issues. 
\ 

1
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SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama, 110 West Marine Dr, Kalama WA 98625 
ATTN: Public Comment on KMMEF EIS 

Dear Governor lnslee, Port of Kalama, Cowlitz County and Washington Dept of Ecology 

CEC 2 6 2018 

Building the world's largest tracked gas-to-methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington is the wrong direction for our 
sm���in�±-z·IP4¥ 

���,���1 
_______________ (Check here to continue comments on the other side. ) � !ii.w:,r:p

The Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement grossly misrepresents and underestimates the staggering 
climate pollution from Northwest Innovations Works' proposed petrochemical refinery. It is inadequate and 
inaccurate. 

Name: 5bultt bJJ) (�
Address: 1 <.f ll  {  r/4_ 

 

By completing this comment card you agree to receive updates about fracked gas projects and other climate issues. 

2
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SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama, 110 West Marine Dr, Kalama WA 98625 
ATTN: Public Comment on KMMEF EIS

Dear Governor lnslee, Port of Kalama, Cowlitz County and Washington Dept of Ecology CEC 26 W18

Building the world's largest fracked gas-to-methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington is the.wr'ohg,,ditectionJpr,our' 
safety, river and climate. I have the following specific concerns: 

'.'.fN_, r::tpor± J, g-£"> 11 ± 1tsse52: d r lv>vU,, e� -ti,__

______________ (Check here to continue comments on the other side. ) ii fo:,;i,101,;t;► 

The Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement grossly misrepresents and underestimates the staggering 
climate pollution from Northwest Innovations Works' proposed petrochemical refinery. It is inadequate and 
inaccurate. 

Name: 5 � �.,.._ 
Address:      

By completing this comment card you agree to receive updates about tracked gas projects and other climate issues. 

3
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Public Comment: 

Kalama Methanol Refinery Supplemental Environmental Impact 

Statement 

Submitted by 

5kv-e e'SfJwb Cpc i -- g v&-1',v� 
Mailing address 

            

�· k'--->-----'n'--v-'-v�W=--------'0""""�-� J -fJe ( .J5./- � -r1P J'f /,Gif 0- � IA A!71-;
��,=....-..=.1<=--�'-'-C(.l....:...L-:;:1,--,';;;.::.()""b.J---��_.,,_..:c...Lf-=""--=-=-=c..-�-"""-j-_-_· __ 

turn over to continue writing .... 

v��I Ject"'��r °'I �M-f/ 
You can submit written testimony in the following ways: 

• Hand into the sign in table at today's event;

• Email your comment directly to seis@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com;

• Mail your comment to:

KMMEF EIS 

c/o SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama 

110 West Marine Drive 

Kalama, WA 98625 

Remember: All comments are due by 5 p.m. on December 28, 2018. 

There is no limit to the number of comments you can submit. 

1
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DEC 17 2018 

---
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As a citizen living in the Northwest region of the U.S. I have strong objections to EIS 
draft put forth by Northwest Innovation Works. When it is proposing to build the largest 
tracked gas to Methanol refinery in the world, the EIS draft should have unquestionable 
data, analysis, and comparisons. For example, how much Greenhouse Gas will this 
plant produce? The numbers given were seemingly extremely under represented. Now 
is the time for us to slow and eventually stop practices that add to warming our 
planet. Starting a 40 year life of a Methanol plant is reckless and irresponsible. I do not 
endorse adding more GHG for future generations. 

GEC 10 2018 

PORT OF KALAM1\ 

2
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SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama, 110 West Marine Dr, Kalama WA 98625 
ATTN: Public Comment on KMMEF EIS DEC 2 6 2018 
Dear Governor lnslee, Port of Kalama, Cowlitz County and Washington Dept of Ecology 

Building the world's largest fracked gas-to-methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington is: th'e wrong direction for our · 
safety, river and climate. I have the following specific concerns: 

' t\,'° A Is Y). o R., \fl -4-,nLJ.. t-h is � 01/½ v-J \\ \ :rt!) vU. Ch ,v,� llK ef CozA
� J 

'lHl! cz.i.L
) 

1 \- ';J05D� rov yl-'L- �"'��.1- ,1 d.-fsi��-
,-,1-u, S£-ts V""'� lMy-t.,--vl,:n,T, �j�h'<J"'\J �-o/)--/-e..,¼-�� 

6h. otA-- o� d-� s c,,,'--vv,c.-t,.. r�>'s ,-s nDJ- a cLt� �solv'hQn. 
______________ (Check here to continue comments on the other side. ) � 

The Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement grossly misrepresents and underestimates the staggering 
climate pollution from Northwest Innovations Works' proposed petrochemical refinery. It is inadequate and 
inaccurate. 

Name: lo yi Colt,
Address:      

By completing this comment card you agree to receive updates about fracked gas projects and other climate issues. 

1
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SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama, 110 West Marine Dr, Kalama WA 98625 
ATTN: Public Comment on KMMEF EIS

Dear Governor lnslee, Port of Kalama, Cowlitz County and Washington Dept of Ecology 

Building the world's largest tracked gas-to-methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington is the wrong direction for our
safety, river and t51imate. I have the following specific concerns: , . (\ 

<[he_ DrE (5' cl_ec-:f1:1vd
) 

Z)V'u.tt<;: � L.C>v\S-elv e+vf{?_

______________ (Check here to continue comments on the other side. ) l;J c:::�>

The Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement grossly misrepresents and underestimates the staggering
climate pollution from Northwest Innovations Works' proposed petrochemical refinery. It is inadequate and 
inaccurate. 

...........-". ,.---  · ..,. r( . 0.. 11rw de t � VL<. s h. , c.o t1A. Name: ___ ,-,_ ViV<. 4_'5::t-___ rw-w ___ '--l' _____ Ema1l: __ T_c"-"-' _________ _ 

Address: __ __ _d_ _ _ _ _ _ ___,__, _ _ _ _1 _ 1_ _ _ _ _  ______ _
By completing this comment card you agree to receive updates about fracked gas projects and other climate issues. 
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SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama, 110 West Marine Dr, Kalama WA 98625 
ATTN: Public Comment on KMMEF EIS 

Dear Governor lnslee, Port of Kalama, Cowlitz County and Washington Dept of Ecology 

Building the world's largest tracked gas-to-methanol refinery in Kala�a. Washington is the �rang dire�ion for our --k 1 

safety, river and climate. I have the following specific concerns: ,Jr e P 5 E f 5 r-e.-1 • � 0t,,..... rct ( � cvSiJ"'f /1 'I>"-. 

f\,f'-tv,, ,ee;.__½,- � 
ves;cL "1. -�l "-J.v� � "'-f � �

.f;- !M.e.;;,l� l�°::'f-e. �J rjJOJt�, (ool<JJt1 � c..a7rc�Jw s+.q-,t)�
�l\�oyf � �i1,ihuf�, 11/€� 8 No Pl/TA Al/;' NO 77/f� fYtf<7Y'

jt---rsr and w r<e er o.7 °0.
7 l'O  G , (Check here to cdn't'inue comments on the other side.) 

The Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement grossly misrepresents and underestimates the staggering 
climate pollution from Northwest Innovations Works' proposed petrochemical refinery. It is inadequate and 
inaccurate. 

Name: __ '�_l"i_?9f--+. __ r-;;. _u-Vi_w_e)i_l ______ Email:
f�we.. .tli-t VL<. >l-t, C:OUA...

Address: __ '-- __ _ _ _ _ _  ___ _ _ _ _ --+-_ _  __ _ _ _  ____ -----'---
By completing this comment card you agree to receive updates about tracked gas projects and other climate issues. DEC 2 6 2018 
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SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama, 110 West Marine Dr, Kalama WA 98625 
ATTN: Public Comment on KMMEF EIS 

Dear Governor lnslee, Port of Kalama, Cowlitz County and Washington Dept of Ecology 

Building the world's largest fracked gas-to-methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington is the wrong direction for our 
safety, river and climate. I have the following specific concerns: 

� I 

��������-----=-::..-=-��d 
C\ \f\:eW o\w:,l \i \/i&ieck ere to on nue' ,l;'Qts o;?i,e o�J?.',�

li�
;,) ::C::, 

The Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement grossly misrepresents and underestimates the staggering 
climate pollution from Northwest Innovations Works' proposed petrochemical refinery. It is inadequate and 
inaccurate. 

Name: ___________________ Email: ________________ _

Address: ____________________________________ _ 

By completing this comment card you agree to receive updates about fracked gas projects and other climate issues. 
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KMMEFEIS 
c/o SEP A Responsible Official Port of Kalama 
110 West Marine Drive Kalama, WA 98625 

Re: KMMEF Supplemental EIS 

RECEIVED 

NOV 28 2018 

PORT OF KALAMA 

Dear Governor Inslee, Port of Kalama, Cowlitz County, and Washington Department of 
Ecology: 

Building the world's largest fracked gas-to-methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington, is the 
wrong direction for our safety, river, and climate. This facility undercuts Washington's 
commitment to take meaningful and necessary action on climate change. 

The draft supplemental environmental impact statement (SEIS) grossly misrepresents and 
underestimates the staggering climate pollution from Northwest Innovation Works' proposed 
petrochemical refinery. 

The SEIS underestimates the amount and potency of methane, a powerful greenhouse gas, 
associated with the Kalama facility due to increased fracking. By ignoring or downplaying 
credible studies on methane leakage and relying on outdated numbers, the SEIS presents an 
inaccurate picture of climate pollution associated with the project. 

The SEIS makes unrealistic assumptions about where the fracked gas will be coming from and 
how much will leak. The report relies on a single study of methane leakage from a single 
fracking area in British Columbia even though that study is suspect and Northwest Innovation 
Works will probably not buy fracked gas from this source for the 40-year lifetime of the project. 

Additionally, without compelling evidence, the SEIS assumes that this project will displace 
China's use of coal-based technology to make olefins (the company's stated end-use of 
methanol). 

Taken together, these flaws render the SEIS inadequate and inaccurate. 

Sincerely, 

��OMV) 

Name: E/lfe ti) -r-i'o t!Y)e_,r-
 e.f   

         
  

1
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KMMEFEIS 
c/o SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama 
110 West Marine Drive Kalama, WA 98625 

Re: KMMEF Supplemental EIS 

RECEIVED 
NOV 26 2018 

PORT OF KALAMA

Dear Governor Inslee, Port of Kalama, Cowlitz County, and Washington Department of 
Ecology: 

Building the world's largest fracked gas-to-methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington, is the 
wrong direction for our safety, river, and climate. This facility undercuts Washington's 
commitment to take meaningful and necessary action on climate change. 

The draft supplemental environmental impact statement (SEIS) grossly misrepresents and 
underestimates the staggering climate pollution from Northwest Innovation Works' proposed 
petrochemical refinery. 

The SEIS underestimates the amount and potency of methane, a powerful greenhouse gas, 
associated with the Kalama facility due to increased fracking. By ignoring or downplaying 
credible studies on methane leakage and relying on outdated numbers, the SEIS presents an 
inaccurate picture of climate pollution associated with the project. 

The SEIS makes ·unrealistic assumptions about where the fracked gas will be coming from and 
how much will leak. The report relies on a. single study of methane leakage from a single 
fracking area in British Columbia even though that study is suspect and Northwest Innovation 
Works will probably not buy fracked gas from this source for tlie 40-year lifetime of the project. 

Additionally, without compelling evidence, the SEIS assumes that this project will displace 
China's use of coal�based technology to make olefins (the company's stated end-use of 
methanol). 

Taken together, these flaws render the SEIS inadequate and inaccurate. 

Sincerely, 
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Port of Kalama Commission President Randy Sweet 

Vice President Alan Basso 

Secretary Troy Stariha 

Port of Kalama 

110 West Marine Drive 

Kalama WA 98625 

Dec.17,2018 

Dear Commissioners: 

RECEIVED 

DEC 2 0 2018 

PORT OF KALAMP 

I am a resident of Kalama. I live approximately four miles upriver from where Northwest 

Innovation Works hopes to build a methanol manufacturing plant. I strongly oppose this 

project. 

As I understand it, its proponents are pitching it as something that will benefit us both locally

with jobs - and globally in terms of a cleaner environment with a slowed rise in temperatures. 

Re jobs, I can think of no better way to express my beliefs than what the songwriter Eileen 

McGann said in her requiem for a specific natural resource - giant trees - in 1987. * 

And what gives them the right, I ask, to take what's not their own 

To kill a living beauty that 400 years has grown 

To take and sell our heritage to fill pockets for a day 

And when this crop is gone, what will they say 

And when this crop is gone and the trees are gone 

The wild is gone and the beasts are gone 

And the tourist gone and the money gone 

What will they say? 

What can we say to our children and grandchildren to explain why we were willing to 

permanently risk our wild and its beasts for impermanent jobs? (This is assuming that the 

project even produces the number of impermanent jobs it is publicizing and that they go to 

workers in our area ... ) 

Re the environment generally and cleaner air/slowed global warming specifically, the project's 

proponents are relying on the unproven claim that their untested process of making methanol 

from gas in Kalama will be cleaner than Chinese plants making methanol from coal. 

They also are relying on the assumption that - in exchange for our area taking on this share of 

the global burden of saving the planet - China will burn less coal to produce methanol there. 

But, even though the Chinese government is involved in this project - and therefore seemingly 

could agree to burn less coal as a quid pro quo - no such agreement is on the table. 

1
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And, of course, the project's proponents assume that there will be a market in China for 

Kalama-produced methanol, which is not at all a given due to American tariffs, the methanol 

plants being built in other parts of the world that may out-compete Kalama for the Chinese 

market, etc. 

�� �
Janine Robben 

    

   

  

 

* Copyright Dragonwing Music/CAPAC.
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SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama, 110 West Marine Dr, Kalama WA 98625 
ATTN: Public Comment on KMMEF EIS 

Dear Governor lnslee, Port of Kalama, Cowlitz County and Washington Dept of Ecology 

Building the world's largest tracked gas-to-methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington is the wrong direction for our 
safety, river and climate. I have the following specific concerns: 

&re �� le<l�e 
'\"'-J..v2:V:'( 6-\--�&-,s.. '"'-eq-e...

� � V-� o&-

" \' lY',- •��-

"'-"---'� \o� �� �;<26

\'2.4.-t<�e 6:aM \ ,. 4-ll. :+t..e.
\.<,)6cs Uf' 4-o �,I,. (Check here to continue comments on the other side).

� r=='> 
The Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement grossly misrepresents and underestimates the staggering 
climate pollution from Northwest Innovations Works' proposed petrochemical refinery. It is inadequate and 
inaccurate. 

Name: U� �� Email: cldM.�e_lv-a¼1""2.@���- �

Address:         

By completing this comment card you agree to receive updates about tracked gas projects and other climate issues. 
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SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama, 110 West Marine Dr, Kalama WA 98625 
ATTN: Public Comment on KMMEF EIS 

Dear Governor lnslee, Port of Kalama, Cowlitz County and Washington Dept of Ecology 

Building the world's largest fracked gas-to-methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington is the wrong direction for our 
safety, river and climate. I have the following specific concerns: 

loo C:,eo-r 

l°\/\.e...�a..cAe_ � ro:pa...cl-5. 7"\e �s\- �� :r...� 
we_ o�'-\7 'haoe \t:)-20 �c-,r-s --\-c 

_·+-\_'�w,.e_,,- cs. __ tc..,_czv::5e._- __ ::r:M:'+:_� (Check here to continue comments on the other side). n .-.�, 
��· 

The Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement grossly misrepresents and underestimates the staggering 
climate pollution from Northwest Innovations Works' proposed petrochemical refinery. It is inadequate and 
inaccurate. 

Name: -:U<Ln... �o+"'- Email: da'V\\e.ko±h 2"2...@
(S

ro�1\ .C.OW'\

Address:           
1

   

By completing this comment card you agree to receive updates about fracked gas projects and other climate issues. 
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SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama, 110 West Marine Dr, Kalama WA 98625 
ATTN: Public Comment on KMMEF EIS 

Dear Governor lnslee, Port of Kalama, Cowlitz County and Washington Dept of Ecology 

Building the world's largest tracked gas-to-methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington is the wrong direction for our 
safety, river and climate. I have the following specific concerns: 

\�c:4-: ¾<UL �-4 1.+ w§-lte u� a...,s ::fuel. l-\owe-.ae.c � 
\ � ½ol--1'\� +bd: L..;oul&.. 1?'<� � ���l :½:::o\'\A 
'o�G use& lLS +ve_.\, (Check here to continue comments on the other side).

The Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement grossly misrepresents and underestimates the staggering 
climate pollution from Northwest Innovations Works' proposed petrochemical refinery. It is inadequate and 
inaccurate. 

Address:    

By completing this comment card you agree to receive updates about fracked gas projects and other climate issues. 
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SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama, 11 O West Marine Dr, Kalama WA 98625 
ATTN: Public Comment on KMMEF EIS 

Dear Governor lnslee, Port of Kalama, Cowlitz County and Washington Dept of Ecology 

Building the world's largest tracked gas-to-methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington is the wrong direction for our 
safety, river and climate. I have the following specific concerns: 

,¼, \"'e..:pocl l£e--l)e$ OV\ a... ���\e.. s�"'d.'t of- �e¼vvuAe \e.c....�e

-+Y-oW\,. g_. �,c}e.. fur lf.,G =v\ * ll.X'ea__ '"' 13v--\n6½ Co�umb)tt... �

w\L\ un\\\:<ety \oe ±½e,, (Check here to continue comments on the other side). b,J c�, 

The Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement grossly misrepresents and underestimates the staggering 
climate pollution from Northwest Innovations Works' proposed petrochemical refinery. It is inadequate and 
inaccurate. 

Name: v�e..L � Email: d,441\)eJ v::o+h '1--i.@&:rodt\. <'...OW\

Address: 6 N\,.,,l 3      
By completing this comment card you agree to receive updates about tracked gas projects and other climate issues. 
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SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama, 110 West Marine Dr, Kalama WA 98625 
ATTN: Public Comment on KMMEF EIS 

Dear Governor lnslee, Port of Kalama, Cowlitz County and Washington Dept of Ecology 

Building the world's largest fracked gas-to-methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington is the wrong direction for our 
safety, river and climate. I have the following specific concerns: 

\/\. __ e '- iecr: ______ � __ _ d�•�� \JJ _ (Check here to continue comments on the other side). n� 
� � 

The Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement grossly misrepresents and underestimates the staggering 
climate pollution from Northwest Innovations Works' proposed petrochemical refinery. It is inadequate and 
inaccurate. 

Name: 7:::>a..v-..'e._\ K�\c,., Email: J.l&.l/\.\e.lot-0+'1-....22@� m�\.eo'M. 

Address:          

By completing this comment card you agree to receive updates about tracked gas projects and other climate issues. 
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1402 Third Avenue, Suite 900 
Seattle, WA 98101 

December 27, 2018 

Ann Farr 
Port of Kalama 
110 W. Marine Drive 
Kalama, WA 98625 
Via email to: SEIS@KalamaMfgFacilitySEPA.com 

Dear Ms. Farr: 

In February this year, we published a discussion brief in which we examined the climate implications 
of the proposed Kalama methanol facility. The brief, titled “Towards a climate test for industry: 
Assessing a gas-based methanol plant”, has since been cited in the media and by other commenters on 
the Kalama facility.  

Further, the new, Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) responds (indirectly) 
to the major critiques we had advanced in our discussion brief – critiques that were directed at the 
prior, Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). In particular, the DSEIS, unlike the FEIS, now 
estimates upstream, fugitive methane losses associated with the gas supplied to the facility.    

Because of these developments, we now find ourselves compelled to submit our own comments, 
attached, in order to help evaluate the improvements in the DSEIS.   

Herein, we find that the DSEIS treatment of fugitive methane losses, though more comprehensive 
than in the FEIS, is still not credible.  We also make further critiques, including related to the 
misplaced confidence that the DSEIS places in drawing a direct, causal connection between the 
planned production of the Kalama facility’s methanol and the displacement of coal-based methanol in 
China. 

We are grateful for the opportunity to provide these comments, and would be happy to answer any 
questions about them. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Erickson and Michael Lazarus 
Senior Scientists 
Stockholm Environment Institute, U.S. 
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SEI comments on Kalama DSEIS 
Peter Erickson and Michael Lazarus, Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI) U.S. Center 
December 27, 2018 

In February this year, we published a discussion brief in which we examined the climate implications 
of the proposed Kalama methanol facility. The brief, entitled “Towards a climate test for industry: 
Assessing a gas-based methanol plant”1, presented an approach for assessing whether the construction 
and operation of the facility would be consistent with internationally-agreed goals of keeping global 
temperature rise “well below 2 degrees C.”2  

We found that the facility’s 2016 “Final” Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS)3 provided an 
incomplete and deeply flawed analysis of GHG emissions associated with the facility. In our 
assessment, correcting these errors would increase the facility’s annual emissions by a factor of two to 
six relative to the estimates in the FEIS. We also found that, even with these corrections, the facility 
could still reduce global GHG emissions if were to displace coal-based methanol, as proponents, 
Northwest Innovation Works (NWIW), have claimed.  

However, we also found that other more widely used technologies can produce olefins – the precursor 
to plastics that proponents claim will be the ultimate (and only) destination for the facility’s methanol 
output – would result in lower global emissions. Overall, our analysis suggested that the facility would 
be inconsistent with a deeply low-carbon future, risking the long-term lock-in of a technology (natural 
gas-to-methanol-to-olefins) that does not represent a low-emission means of producing plastics. It found 
the claims that the facility would only displace coal-based methanol less than compelling.  

Since our discussion brief, a new Draft Supplemental EIS (DSEIS) was submitted by the Port of Kalama 
and Cowlitz County,4 and additional information and studies relevant to the proposed Kalama methanol 
facility have been released.5–8 Further, the project developer – Northwest Innovation Works – has 
disputed our report,9 and an analysis they commissioned, by the Low Carbon Prosperity Institute, has 
commented on our findings.5  

We have reviewed the new DSEIS, and make six observations below. The first three of these relate to 
“upstream” methane losses, since the DSEIS, though more comprehensive than in the FEIS, is still not 
credible in this regard. We then remark on the misplaced confidence that the DSEIS places in drawing 
a direct, causal connection between the planned production of the Kalama facility’s methanol and the 
displacement of coal-based methanol in China. Our final two observations concern the consistency of 
the Kalama facility with a deeply low-carbon transition in line with the globally agreed goal to limit 
warming to ‘well below 2 degrees C”.  

1 The DSEIS analysis of upstream natural methane loss rate is not credible. 

In 2016, the FEIS made the serious error of assuming that the Kalama facility would lead to no upstream 
methane emissions from the production, gathering, processing, and transportation of natural gas. In 
doing so, the FEIS defied common practice.  

Now, in 2018, the DSEIS has sought to remedy this error by including estimates of upstream methane 
emissions, but does so, once again, in a flawed manner that significantly underestimates these 
emissions. 

Namely, the DSEIS uses outdated and inaccurate information for its assessment of the GHG emissions 
associated with the production, gathering, processing, and transportation of natural gas. As the DSEIS 
notes, the process of producing and transporting natural gas leads to GHG emissions – both methane 

1
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(CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2) – from “fugitive losses” as well as ongoing emissions from operating 
the wells and gathering and processing infrastructure. 

However, the DSEIS relies on the GHGenius model, which, according to the DSEIS, uses an 
implausibly low methane loss rate of 0.32% for gas from British Columbia.i That rate was self-reported 
by the Canadian Association of Petroleum producers in the year 2000 and was calculated using an 
incomplete bottom-up method that does not count all methane losses10  – especially not those from 
irregular operations or accidental releases, which have since been found to be a substantial source of 
emissions from natural gas production.11  

Further, both of the other sources of methane loss estimates listed in the DSEIS for B.C. gas suffer from 
similar limitations. The “G7 Study” is also a bottom-up analysis, has not yet undergone peer review, 
was conducted in Alberta (not BC as claimed in the DSEIS), and looked at a set of unique conditions 
that cannot be extrapolated to any other operator or region. Similarly, the DSEIS cites the B.C. 
government inventory – but this too uses a bottom-up method that misses large quantities of fugitive 
methane.12 

By contrast to these bottom-up methods, more comprehensive and modern estimates of methane losses 
from the natural gas supply chain are much higher, about 2%, and are informed by top-down techniques, 
such as airplanes equipped with sensors that can capture the full range of operating conditions at gas 
extraction fields.7,13  

In summary, we see little reason why methane loss rates from the gas provided to the Kalama facility 
(whether from Canada or the U.S.) would be lower than the current most comprehensive (yet still 
incomplete) estimate of 2.2%,ii published in the journal Science in 2018.6  

2 The DSEIS choice of global warming potential for natural gas does not reflect recent 
science 

Furthermore, the DSEIS uses an outdated figure for how methane contributes to global warming. 
Specifically, they use a value for methane’s “global warming potential” of 25. (The number indicates 
how much more a molecule of methane contributes to warming over 100 years than does carbon 
dioxide). That value of 25 is from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)’s 2007 
Fourth Assessment Report,14 but the IPCC has since updated the potential to 34 in its 2013 Fifth 
Assessment Report.15 Government agencies may still use the 2007 value for reporting their GHG 
emissions to national or international bodies that require consistency over time and across reporting 
jurisdictions. However, what governments use for reporting to such bodies need not constrain their use 
of more accurate values in environmental assessments. In sum, we see no legitimate reason not to use 
the latest science in assessing the Kalama facility’s GHG emissions effect.16 

i Though the DSEIS reports using GHGenius version 4.03 and that GHGenius uses a leakage rate of 0.32% (Table B.3 of 
Appendix A to the DSEIS), the data the DSEIS reports in Table B.4 of 104 g CH4 per mmBtu of gas suggest a methane loss 
rate of between 0.6% and 0.7%. We are not sure how to account for this discrepancy. 
ii Here we use Alvarez et al.’s (2018) estimate of 2.2% methane loss rate (expressed as a function of methane produced) through 
gas transmission; the rate would be 2.3% if local gas distribution were also included.  

1
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3 Correcting for these errors in the DSEIS methane loss analysis alone increases total 
facility GHG emissions by 10-70% 

Correcting for the under-estimate of methane losses (point 1 above) and the incorrect use of an outdated 
global warming potential (point 2 above) in the DSEIS would substantially increase the estimate of the 
Kalama facility’s annual GHG emissions.  

Figure 1 shows the total GHG emissions associated with producing methanol at the Kalama refinery, 
under a range of plausible long-term methane loss rates of 1 to 3% (but with the DSEIS estimates of all 
other emissions), and including the current “best” estimate of 2.2%iii 

We estimate that, in total, production and delivery of methanol from the Kalama refinery to Chinese 
ports would lead to 2.4 million to 3.6 million tons CO2e annually, assuming a 100-year Global Warming 
Potential (GWP). These estimates are 10% to 70% higher than the DSEIS baseline estimate of 2.2 
million tons CO2e. (Figure 1 compares our three scenarios to those in both the DSEIS and the prior 
FEIS). The only difference between our estimates and those in the DSEIS is the amount of methane 
losses from natural gas supply and how much that contributes to the proposed facility’s total GHG 
emissions.  

Figure 1. Greenhouse gas emissions associated with the proposed Kalama facility under 
alternative assumptions about methane (CH4) loss, as compared to EIS estimates 

Source: SEI Analysis based on the Kalama DSEIS and FEIS, supplemented with a new, best estimate of current methane loss of 

2.2%, plus a wider, plausible range of future methane loss of 1% to 3% based on a literature review, and with global warming 

potentials (GWP) for methane of 34 times higher than CO2 over a 100-year timeframe, based on IPCC.15 For the three bars on 

the left, we assumed the same emissions from other sources as in the DSEIS baseline case.  

It is also important, in our view, to be simple and transparent about assumptions, such as methane loss 
rate, that have such a large influence on the emissions estimates. By contrast, the DSEIS cites a model, 

iii The 1 to 3% range was also used in another recent study comparing the lifecycle emissions of power plants. We adopt the 
Kalama DSEIS baseline estimates for all other sources for simplicity, not necessarily because we agree with them. In particular, 
the DSEIS presents a confusing and misleading representation of marginal power resources that ignores the Northwest Power 
and Conservation Council’s analysis of marginal CO2 emissions rates.  
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GHGenius version 4.03, which – when it comes to methane loss rate – appears not really to be a model 
at all, but primarily a single assumption drawn from an industry study 18 years ago, as described above. 

The math for estimating methane emissions attributable to the Kalama facility is not complicated, and 
need not be spread out over multiple tables as in the DSEIS. Our estimate of the methane emissions 
attributable to the project, 1.33 million tonnes CO2e, is calculated as follows in Table 1. 

Table 1. Calculation of methane loss associated with the Kalama facility 

Parameter Value Source Notes 

Gas delivered 107 Tera BTU DSEIS Calculated as 29.6 mmBtu/tonne from DSEIS Appendix A 
Table 3.9 multiplied by 3.6 million tonnes methanol as on 
DSEIS page 3-32 

Divided by / 

Gas energy content 23,180 BTU per 
pound 

DSEIS This value from the DSEIS is about 10% higher than 
imputed from a heat content of 1049 BTU/ft as in the 
DSEIS Appendix A Table C.1 and an imputed gas density 
of 22.3 g/ft3 from PSE. We aren’t sure how to explain the 
difference. 

Divided by / 

English to metric 
conversion 

2,205 pounds per 
metric tonne 

Unit 
Conversion 

Multiplied by X 

Methane content, by 
weight 

83.1% Puget Sound 
Energy 

Methane content of delivered gas by volume is 91.3%, as 
reported in Table 2.5 of the DSEIS for the Tacoma LNG 
project where it is attributed to PSE. Considering the 
molecular weight of methane relative to other gas 
components (e.g., ethane and propane), this is about 83.1% 
by weight. 

Multiplied by X 

Methane loss as a fraction 
of methane delivered  

2.25% Alvarez et al 
2018 

Alvarez reports methane loss of 2.2% as a function of 
methane produced, not delivered; we convert between 
those here as 0.022/(1-0.022) 

Multiplied by X 

Global Warming 
Potential (100 year) 

34 IPCC 2013 
(Myhre et al 
2013) 

This is the value including climate feedbacks. 

Equals = 

Annual GHG emissions 1.33 million 
tonnes CO2e 

Arithmetic 
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4 The DSEIS is far too confident that Kalama methanol will displace coal. Still, the 
possibility does exist. 

As the DSEIS points out, the GHG emissions of producing methanol from coal in China are far higher 
than producing methanol from gas. Therefore, if methanol and olefin markets were restricted to China 
and the country were otherwise likely to commit to intensive coal use (despite its Paris Agreement 
commitment) for another 3 decades, then indeed gas-based methanol from Kalama could directly 
displace the production of methanol from coal, and GHG savings could be quite significant. However, 
methanol and olefin markets are complex and global, and it is difficult to be certain what Kalama 
methanol would displace.  

In particular, we see several problems with DSEIS market analysis of the displacement of coal-based 
methanol. 

First, the DSEIS market analysis, i.e. Figures 4.16 and 4.17 in DSEIS Appendix A, constrains the 
analysis to just the methanol producers that can access China’s methanol-to-olefin market. Because 
methanol and olefin markets are global, as the DSEIS acknowledges, we see no good reason to limit 
the scope in this way. The practical implication of the DSEIS constraining the market this way is to 
exclude, inappropriately, a large number of international, gas-based methanol producers from 
consideration for what may be displaced by Kalama methanol.   

Second, the DSEIS market analysis assumes that demand for methanol is fixed. But as the DSEIS notes 
elsewhere, demand for methanol from the olefin market is highly dependent on oil price. If oil prices 
are low, olefin producers would favor naphtha-based routes, and have less demand for methanol-based-
routes, especially for new, coal-based methanol. The DSEIS does not report what oil prices they assume, 
and so we cannot know what underlies their anticipated demand. There is some reason to believe that 
oil prices could be low in the future, and not exceed, e.g. $60 per barrel, for extended periods. This 
could occur, for example, if the global market for electric vehicles and commitments to address climate 
change cut into future oil demand.17,18 Oil prices at that level could make other olefin routes more cost 
competitive, reducing the demand for methanol; in that case, methanol-to-olefin facilities (fed by coal-
based methanol) may not actually be the marginal producer that the DSEIS assumes they are.  

Third, and relatedly, the DSEIS projects far too much confidence in the future of coal-to-methanol in 
China. The DSEIS relies on a proprietary forecast from China’s chemical industry, but it is common in 
China for announced facilities to never be built. For example, analysis has shown that a significant 
fraction of announced coal-based power plants in China are cancelled or shelved rather than proceed to 
construction and operation.iv Cancellation of potential coal-based facilities could well occur for 
methanol, too, especially if China expands its carbon pricing and other climate policy efforts to the 
industrial sector. Already, China has taken important steps to curb coal, both in response to air pollution 
concerns and its own commitments to address climate change, including a national emission trading 
system. Indeed, some analysts believe that coal consumption in China, which in recent years was 
increasing rapidly, has entered a plateau phase and will soon begin a long decline.19,20  

Lastly, the DSEIS makes the argument that the Kalama facility will displace other methanol producers 
based on cash costs of production of $150/tonne, but these costs are not spelled out or justified, nor 
sensitivities examined. Were methanol demand to be lower (as described above) and the many other 
global gas-to-methanol-facilities not excluded (as also described above), it is conceivable that, were the 

iv According to the CoalSwarm Coal Plant Tracker, 359 GW of announced coal plants in China have been cancelled since 2010, 
as compared with 431 GW that went into operation and 126 GW currently under construction. (See www.coalswarm.org) In 
addition, in 2016 and 2017, the Chinese government suspended another 444 GW of coal plants at various stages of 
development.  (Shearer, C. et al. Boom and Bust 2018: Tracking the Global Coal Plant Pipeline, CoalSwarm, Greenpeace 
USA, and Sierra Club (2018)). 
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capital costs of the Kalama facility to also be included, that the facility may not be in the strong 
economic position it claims to be. For example, a $2 billion capital cost, financed over the 40-year 
facility lifetime at 7% cost of capital, would amount to about $42 per tonne, assuming 3.6 million tonnes 
methanol produced per year. Adding this $42 per tonne to the facility’s stated cash costs of $150/tonne 
would potentially place it in range – especially if gas prices are not as low as envisioned – of being 
economically vulnerable to reduced methanol demand. 

Nevertheless, despite these problems, the possibility remains that Kalama could displace a substantial 
amount of coal-based methanol. An analysis by the Low Carbon Prosperity Institute (LCPI)5 introduces 
a useful concept – a ratio of how much the Kalama facility would displace coal-based methanol (with 
substantial GHG reductions) relative to naphtha-based olefins (with smaller GHG increases) to render 
the net effect on emissions neutral.  

However, though innovative, even that LCPI analysis may give too much weight to coal-based 
methanol. As Figure 4.15 in DSEIS Appendix A shows, globally, there is even more gas-based-
methanol available than coal-based methanol, so other gas-to-olefin facilities should also be considered 
as possible sources displaced (with little effect on GHG emissions either way). 

Similarly, on the downstream end (meaning, what the methanol is used for), it is not just other olefin 
routes that may be displaced (they are a relatively small share of the methanol market), but also vehicle 
fuel, formaldehyde, and other chemical products, as Figure 4.5 in Appendix A to the DSEIS shows, all 
of which themselves also have GHG implications. For example, blending gasoline with gas-derived 
methanol would increase GHG emissions: an 85% blend of gas-derived methanol would yield life-cycle 
GHG emissions 15% to 19% higher than conventional gasoline.21 In addition, the market effects of 
inducing additional liquid fuel consumption could also increase emissions by up to 20-60% on top of 
that.22  

Taking the LCPI innovation of assessing relative likelihood further – to look, probabilistically, at how 
new gas-to-methanol may displace multiple ways of both producing and consuming methanol – would 
be a useful contribution. Unfortunately, it is beyond the scope of what we can do in this limited comment 
window. Regardless, it is clear that the approach taken in the DSEIS’s central results (e.g., Table 6.1 of 
Appendix A of the DSEIS) – of assuming it is only coal that is displaced -- is tenuous, at best.  

5 New, long-lived industrial infrastructure should manufacture products (here, olefins) 
with very low life-cycle emissions.  The Kalama methanol facility does not. 

Our discussion above recognized the possibility that the Kalama facility may displace coal-based 
methanol. Still, even if the facility were to reduce emissions relative to coal-based methanol, its 
construction and operation might not be consistent with long-term climate goals. A low-carbon 
transition – in line with the globally-agreed guardrail of keeping warming “well below 2” degrees 
Celsius – might call for investment in even lower-emitting production processes. In other words, 
comparing against a “business-as-usual” technology – regardless of whether that technology is coal-
based methanol or instead a more common naphtha-based route – may simply be inadequate for 
assessing whether a facility “makes sense” in light of the need to steeply reduce global emissions.  

Several technologies produce olefins and related chemicals. The predominant technology globally has 
been steam cracking of naphtha (a product of crude oil refining) and, to a lesser extent, ethane (a co-
product of natural gas production).23 For example, in 2016, 82% of ethylene capacity was naphtha and 
ethane based, and only 2% was methanol based.24   

Figure 2 shows the GHG emissions implications of these and other alternative pathways to making 
olefins and the related high-value chemicals that are often minor co-products of olefin refining. As 

4
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shown, producing a ton of these chemicals from naphtha would result in 0.9 to 1.3 tons CO2e, depending 
on whether best or average practice is followed. That is about half the GHG emissions as a facility using 
natural-gas-based methanol from Kalama (2.1 to 3.0 tons CO2e, depending on methane loss rates). 
(Appendix E to Appendix A of the DSEIS reports a higher estimate for the GHG-intensity of naphtha-
based chemicals – equivalent to 1.9 t CO2e per tonne of HVCs, which it acknowledges is higher than in 
the peer-reviewed literature.v Even this value is lower than the corrected Kalama estimate, however.)  

Figure 2. Greenhouse gas intensity of alternative olefin production pathways 

Source: SEI Analysis based on the following sources. GHG emissions intensity of methanol production at the proposed Kalama 

facility is drawn from the DSEIS, adjusted to account for a range of methane loss rates of 1% to 3%. GHG emissions intensity of 

olefin and other HVC production from the Kalama facility’s methanol is assumed to be 2008 best practice from Ren et al 2008.25 

GHG emissions intensity of the ethane-olefin and oil-naphtha-olefin routes are 2008 values for CO2 intensity drawn from Ren et 

al 2008,25 supplemented with a range of methane loss for ethane production of 1 to 3% (same as for gas-methanol-olefin) and a 

methane intensity for naphtha from Xiang et al 2015.26 GHG emissions intensity of the oil-naphtha-olefin and coal-methanol-

olefin pathways in China are based on current plants of “typical” capacity  as drawn from Xiang et al 2014.25,27 This chart is 

updated from our prior discussion brief in two additional ways: (1) to take a more conservative approach to estimating methane 

emissions from the world average and best practice ethane and naphtha-based routes (increasing those estimates); (2) correcting 

the “functional unit”, or denominator, for all pathways to be “high value chemicals” (olefins and other high value byproducts, such 

as aromatics) using the approach in Ren et al 2008, which discounts the non-olefin byproducts for naphtha and ethane by 50% 

relative to olefins. The denominator of our previous chart was a mix of HVCs and true olefins. 

Figure 2 suggests that the gas-to-methanol-to-olefin route represented by the Kalama methanol facility 
is not a low-GHG emission way to make olefins and related high-value chemicals, compared to ethane 
and naphtha-based routes. This would seem to indicate that the Kalama facility would not meet the 
industrial sector climate “test” we advanced in our prior discussion brief, and cannot confidently be 
claimed to be part of a deeply low-carbon future.  

A recent report from the International Energy Agency does, however, include an increase in gas-to-
methanol-to-olefin in its “Clean Technology Scenario”. We address this in the next point. 

v Here we adjust the DSEIS estimate of 2.3 tonnes CO2e per tonne olefin (Table 5.12) by the ratio of olefins to HVCs in Table 
E.1 of 1.21 to reach an estimate of the GHG-intensity of naphtha-based HVCs of 1.9 t CO2e/ t HVC.
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6 A recent study by the International Energy Agency includes gas-based methanol in its 
low-carbon scenario, but that scenario was based on market trends and costs of 
production, not an analysis of greenhouse gas intensity  

A recent study by the International Energy Agency (IEA) suggests that Chinese coal-based methanol 
(as olefin feedstock) would expand under reference conditions, and its low-emissions (“Clean 
Technology”) scenario foresees some replacement of coal-based methanol by gas-based methanol.8 As 
argued by the Low Carbon Prosperity Institute in a recent review, this would appear to indicate that 
natural gas methanol has a role a low-carbon future.5 However, the IEA study did not “choose” specific 
technologies for making olefins and other high-value chemicals in its scenarios based on relative GHG 
emissions intensity, but instead based on production costs and macroeconomic conditions.vi Carbon 
constraints in its Clean Technology Scenario are instead considered implicitly (aligned with the IEA’s 
Sustainable Development Scenario), but critically the IEA did not consider methane (CH4) emissions. 
When methane emissions are considered, as Figure 2 and the analysis above show, there appears to be 
little if any GHG advantage for gas-to-methanol-to-olefin routes compared to naphtha- and ethane-
based routes.  

vi This is described on page 31 of the IEA study, and confirmed by communication with the authors. 
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From: dena@dayintheparkdesign.com
To: POK; placidoe@co.cowlitz.wa.us
Cc: POK; placidoe@co.cowlitz.wa.us
Subject: Calling for a fair public hearing process for the Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility
Date: Wednesday, December 19, 2018 6:01:56 PM

Dear Port of Kalama Commissioners, Ms. Ann Farr, Ms. Elaine Placido, and
appropriate officials:

I understand from reports I have heard from last week's public hearing
regarding the proposed Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility,
that would contain the world’s largest fracked-gas-to-methanol refinery,
that the process was unfair, in comparison to other public hearings on
comparable projects, to the members of the public who came to attend
and/or submit comments. Having attended public hearings regarding the
no-longer proposed Gateway Pacific coal terminal, I would say the
proceedings described in the December 19, 2018 letter to the editor in the
Columbian (along with a related comment under it), were not nearly up to
the standards necessary for a project with this level of potentially toxic
threat to the community the refinery would reside in, and to those the
materials are extracted from and travel
through. https://www.columbian.com/news/2018/dec/19/letter-refinery-
hearing-is-inadequate/?fbclid=IwAR1jRFA-423eLopTci2-
DHulC_Nr5pR4ivXrErnfY9DeJZVZ2o6vBTUUDMs#.XBrrykupm5U.facebook

Therefore, if members of the public were not allowed to submit their
comments any other way at the hearing than by being lucky enough to be
one of the first 100 or less to be in line to speak, I am calling on Port
officials and other relevant agencies to provide another hearing
opportunity that grants full and fair engagement in the public process. 

Sincerely, 
Dena Jensen
Birch Bay, WA

dbobena@yahoo.com

This email is confidential and should only be read by the intended recipient. Any email
received or sent by the Port of Kalama may be subject to disclosure under the Open Public
Records Act of Washington State RCW 42.56.
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment regarding DSEIS for Kalama mfg and marine export facility 

---------------- -

Kalama SEIS <sels@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

Comment regarding DSEIS for Kalama mfg and marine export facility 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

From Don Steinke 
Comment 1 

Please make this part of the record: 

How can this be true? 

In 3.4.3.1.1 

Wed, Nov 21, 2018 at 4:50 PM 

You write: Natural gas extraction rates and pipeline volumes are not expected to change regardless of the 

proposed project. 

This makes no sense. 

Don Steinke 

https:l/mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1617793236594646155&simpl=msg-f%3A 16177932365... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - DSEIS comment 2 from Don Steinke 

DSEIS comment 2 from Don Steinke 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment 2 

Please make this part of the record: 

In 3.4.3.1.1 you write: 

Kalama SEIS <sels@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

Wed, Nov 21, 2018 at 4:59 PM 

The GREET model also calculates energy inputs and emissions from compressors used for natural gas 

transport and includes provisions for fugitive methane emissions at all stages of the extraction and 

transportation processes. 

I heard that the EPA admitted their models significantly underestimated the fugitive emissions Did the EPA 

revise its model recently, based on actual measurements? 

Don Steinke 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&pennthid=thread-f%3A 1617793771800119860&simpl=msg-f%3A 16177937718... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment number 3 by Don Steinke 

i I 
-----

Comment number 3 by Don Steinke 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment 3 

Please make this part of the record: 

In section 3.4.6 you write: 

Kalama SEIS <sels@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

Wed, Nov 21, 2018 at 6:42 PM 

Methanol is also converted into products that are used as fuels. The potential for the proposed 

project to contribute to market changes that could affect the use of methanol generally as fuel are 

minimal, 

Because you say, global methanol capacity will only increase by only 3 percent. That doesn't make any 

sense. That's like saying gasoline won't be used as a fuel if it's only a 3% increase in supply. 

Use can be determined by government policy, not just free market choices. 

Don Steinke 

https://mail.google .com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1617800266362279730&simpl=msg-f%3A 16178002663... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment 4 by Don Steinke 

Comment 4 by Don Steinke
1 message 

-------

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment4 

Please make this part of the record: 

In 3.4.6 you write: 

Kalama SEIS <seis@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

Wed, Nov 21, 2018 at 6:48 PM 

End-use demand for methanol as fuel is dictated by substantial primary market effects, including the 

price of crude oil and gasoline and consumer behavior. 

No, Reuters wrote that the plan was to use the methanol as a fuel. The demand can be dictated by 

government policy too. 

Don Steinke 

https:l/mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1617800661431115879&simpl=msg-f%3A 161780066143... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - possible Proof-reading error in 3.5. 7 

----

possible Proof-reading error in 3.5. 7 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment 5 

In section 3.5.7, you may have a proof-reading error in this 

Kalama SEIS <sels@kalamamfgfacllitysepa.com> 

Wed, Nov 21, 2018 at 7:17 PM 

This results in the potential for a net reduction in overall cumulative GHG emissions from the 

proposed project of between 9.6 and 12.6 million metric tonnes C02e manually. 

Fyi 

Don Steinke 

https://mail.google.com/mall/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 16178024509727 43087 &simpl=msg-f%3A 16178024509... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment 6 and a question from Don Steinke 

Comment 6 and a question from Don Steinke 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacititysepa.com 

Comment 6 

In Section 3.3.3.4 

Kalama SEIS <seis@kalamamfgfacllltysepa.com> 

Wed, Nov 21, 2018 at 9:10 PM 

Regarding Carbon Dioxide Mitigation (RCW 80.70), you write that The payment is currently $1.60 per ton of 

CO2 

I can't find that in the RCWs or in the WACS. Where is that? 

Don Steinke 

crVanWash@gmail.com 

https:f/mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik-7 402f43ec2&view-pt&search-all&permthid-thread-f%3A 1617809573185886622&simpl-msg-f%3A 16178095731 . . . 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment 7 and a question from Don Steinke 

Comment 7 and a question from Don Steinke 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment 7 and a question 

In section 3.3.3.4

I can't find this in the RCWs 

Kalama SEIS <seis@kalamamfgfacllltysepa.com> 

Wed, Nov 21, 2018 at 9:28 PM 

RCW 80.80 establishes a maximum GHG emission rate of 1,010 pounds for each kilowatt hour produced for 

certain baseload power generation facilities. 

Don Steinke 

crVanWash@gmail.com 

https:/lmail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1617810686185236665&simpl=msg-f%3A 16178106861 . . . 1/1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Error found in Section 3.3.3.4 

Error found in Section 3.3.3.4 
1 message 

Kalama SEIS <seis@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

--------

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> Thu, Nov 22, 2018 at 7:28 PM 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 
Cc: Cecile Gernez <Cecile.gernez@sierraclub.org>, Jasmine Zimmer-Stucky <jasmine@columbiariverkeeper.org>, Diane 
Dick2 <dldick@cni.net>, Gary Wallace <gbwallace179@live.com>, Chris Turner <caTurner458@gmail.com>, Craig 
Pridemore <CraigPridemore@comcast.net> 

From Don Steinke 
To SEPA Responsible persons for Kalama mfg facility 

Please make this a part of the record 

Comment 8 -- by Don Steinke 

In section 3.3.3.4, you write: 

RCW 80.80 establishes a maximum GHG emission rate of 1,010 pounds for each kilowatt hour

produced for certain baseload power generation facilities. 

But according to the WAC rules developed pursuant to RCW 80.80 

1. Beginning July 1, 2008, all baseload electric generation facilities or units and baseload electric cogeneration
facilities and units subject to WAC 463-85-120 are not allowed to emit to the atmosphere regulated greenhouse
gases at a rate greater than 1100 pounds per megawatt-hour, annual average.

Your decimal was off three places. 

I recognize this section was mainly about power plants and may not be important for 
the methanol plant, but in the interest if accuracy, I bring it up. 

Don Steinke 

https://rnail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&vlew=pt&search=all&permthid=thread f%3A 1617893777 449005242&simpl=rnsg-f%3A 1617893777 4... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment 10 from Don Steinke 

Comment 10 from Don Steinke 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

From Don Steinke 

To the SEPA responsible official for the Kalama 

methanol proposal. 

Comment 10 

re: The emissions are additive not 

displacement. 

In section 3.4.5 it says: 

"These planned capacity additions represent a 

rebuilding of the methanol production 

capability that was nearly all shut down during 

the last decade because of the high cost of 

feedstocks. " 

Therefore - I conclude that the production 

and the emissions would not occur as long as 

the price is high. 

Therefore, the emissions associated with the 

Kalama methanol plant would be additive, not 

displacement unless some plants agreed to 

shut down. 

Kalama SEIS <seis@kalamamfgfacilltysepa.com> 

Fri, Nov 23, 2018 at 5:03 PM 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik= 7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread f%3A 1617975208233868455&simpl=msg-f%3A 16179752082... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Alternatives for Kalama Methanol 

i I 
1.,\ •, ,f,· 

Alternatives for Kalama Methanol 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

From Don Steinke 

Comment 11 

SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Under alternatives - if the goal is to reduce 

ghg emissions, would it not be better to build 

this project in Quatar? They have abundant 

natural gas and want the business. 

Kalama SEIS <seis@kalamamfgfacilltysepa.com> 

Fri, Nov 23, 2018 at 6:08 PM 

https:ffmail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1617979320427 450796&simpl=msg-f"/o3A 16179793204... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment 12 by Don Steinke 

• 

I 

Comment 12 by Don Steinke

1 message 

Kalama SEIS <seis@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

----- --- -- - -

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> Fri, Nov 23, 2018 at 9:44 PM 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment 12 by Don Steinke 

regarding Kalama Methanol 

Your estimates of upstream methane 

emissions are not supported. 

What are the methane regulations in the 

tracking fields, in the gathering area and in the 

pipeline system. 

How often are the pipelines inspected? 

Provide the inspection report? 

Your fugitive emissions of methane are based 

on everything working normally. The CEO of 

Chesapeake Energy was asked by Diane 

Sawyer - but what about accidents like what 

happened in the Deep Horizon explosion in 

the Gulf of Mexico? He said, that could not 

happen on land because we could fix the 

problem quickly. But we learned otherwise in 

the largest methane spill in history two years 

ago in Porter Ranch Aliso Canyon gas spill two 

years ago. 

We'll be faced with the same risk here. The 

pipeline coming down the 1-5 corridor is 

connected to an underground rock formation 

in Jackson Prairie for storing natural gas when 

demand is low. Jackson Prairie is 30 miles 

north of Kelso. 

Will that facility be pressed into service as a 

result of the increased demand from the 

Kalama Methanol plant? 

The Porter Ranch leak spawned state legislation 
requiring regulators to conduct a comprehensive 
safety review, including an analysis of the root 
cause of the leak and plans for addressing the 
risks of failure. Has you included these 
concerns in your assessment and recommended 
conditions? 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1617992942561798380&simpl=msg-f%3A 16179929425... 1 /2 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Revised Comment 12 by Don Steinke 

i I 

Revised Comment 12 by Don Steinke 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Revised Comment 12 by Don Steinke 

(In this revision, I provided a link and I believe 

the reporter may be Leslie Stahl instead of 

Diane Sawyer.) 

Your estimates of upstream methane 

emissions are not supported. 

What are the methane regulations in the 

tracking fields, in the gathering area and in the 

pipeline system. 

How often are the pipelines inspected? 

Provide the inspection report? 

Your fugitive emissions of methane are based 

on everything working normally. 

Aubrey Mcclendon, The CEO of Chesapeake 

Energy was asked by Leslie Stahl - but what 

about accidents like what happened in the 

Deep Horizon explosion in the Gulf of 

Mexico? He said, that could not happen on 

land because we could fix the problem 

quickly. But we learned otherwise in the 

largest methane spill in history three years ago 

in Porter Ranch Aliso Canyon gas spill two 

years ago. I believe it took nearly 4 months to 

stop the leak. Search on the Internet for well 

blowouts. 

We'll be faced with the same risk here. The 

pipeline coming down the 1-5 corridor is 

connected to an underground rock formation 

in Jackson Prairie for storing natural gas when 

demand is low. Jackson Prairie is 30 miles 

north of Kelso. 

Will that facility be pressed into service as a 
result of the increased demand from the 

Kalama SEIS <seis@kalamamfgfacllltysepa.com> 

Sat, Nov 24, 2018 at 8:26 PM 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik= 7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1618078577664 714270&simpl=msg-f%3A 16180785776... 1 /2 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Revised Comment 12 by Don Steinke 

Kalama Methanol plant? 

The Porter Ranch leak spawned state legislation 
requiring regulators to conduct a comprehensive 
safety review, including an analysis of the root 
cause of the leak and plans for addressing the 
risks of failure. Has you included these 
concerns in your assessment and recommended 
conditions? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vr6b-Wzlcyo 

(as a sidebar, McClendon was indicted for bid 
rigging and died in an auto accident a few hours 
before he was to appear in court.) 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1618078577664 714270&slmpl=msg-f%3A 16180785776... 2/2 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment 13 from Don Steinke - emissions from water trucks 

Kalama SEIS <sels@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

Comment 13 from Don Steinke -- emissions from water trucks 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment 13 from Don Steinke 

In British Columbia, water trucks run day and 

night hauling water from the rivers and lakes 

to tracking sites. Were the associated 

emissions from those trucks, and pumps 

included in the greenhouse gas inventory? 

Don Steinke 

Fri, Nov 23, 2018 at 10:16 PM 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=a l&permthid=thread-f%3A 1617994948011260601 &simpl=msg-f%3A 161799494801... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment 15 by Don Steinke 

Comment 15 by Don Steinke 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvanwash@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment 15 by Don Steinke 

The truth about fugitive emissions of methane 

is variable. Before 2013, EPA used one model 

for estimated emissions. 

Then EPA Gina McCarthy said, we emit 

significantly more methane than previously 

understood. 

Then President Obama imposed stiffer rules 

for methane emissions and flaring. 

Then President Trump rescinded the rules 

imposed by President Obama. 

Furthermore, much of the gas proposed for 

this project comes from British Columbia and 

its rules are not discussed in the draft SEIS. 

In other words, the fugitive emissions of 

methane and CO2 could be higher than 

reported in the dseis. 

Don Steinke 

Kalama SEIS <seis@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

Sat, Nov 24, 2018 at 8:09 AM 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread f%3A 1618032257200651411 &simpl=msg-f%3A 16180322572... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment 17 from Don Steinke 

G i I 

Comment 17 from Don Steinke 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalarnarnfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment 17 by Don Steinke 

My cousin owns a backhoe and has done sub-

contract work for the gas company all his life. 

When I told him that pipeline welds can't hold 

up to the high pressure in the lines, he said, 

"We don't weld them like that anymore." 

That leads me to ask the following questions. 

How old are the oldest pipes that will still be 

in use to supply this project, when were they 

last inspected, what is their record of reported 

leaks, how often are they inspected, how are 

inspected, what is the pressure, is the gas 

odorized, and will automatic sensors be 

installed to detect leaks along the last five 

miles and how have welding standards, 

materials, and pressures changed since the 

oldest pipes still in use were installed? 

Don Steinke 

Kalama SEIS <seis@kalamamfgfacllltysepa.com> 

Sun, Nov 25, 2018 at 10:00 AM 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O?ik=7 402f43ec2&vlew=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1618129818503810652&simpl=msg-f%3A 16181298185... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment 19 by Don Steinke 

Comment 19 by Don Steinke 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment 19 by Don Steinke re methane potency 

Kalama SEIS <seis@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

Thu, Nov 29, 2018 at 9:17 PM 

The global warming potential for methane is approximately 86 CO2e got the first 20 years. Please adjust your figures 
to account for that. 

Don Steinke 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view:::pt&search:::all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1618534 792494615529&simpl=msg f%3A 1618534 7924... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment 21 by Don Steinke -- methanol as a fuel 

Kalama SEIS <seis@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

Comment 21 by Don Steinke -- methanol as a fuel 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment 21 by Don Steinke, methanol used as a 
fuel 

Please present the ghg emissions that would be 
released if all of the methanol was used as a fuel in 
comparison to using all electric cars. 

Don Steinke 

Thu, Nov 29, 2018 at 9:38 PM 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik:::7 402f43ec2&view:::pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 161853610201237 4929&simpl=msg f%3A 16185361020... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment 22 by Don Steinke, Methanol might displace cleaner naphtha or ... 

Kalama SEIS <seis@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

----------------

Comment 22 by Don Steinke, Methanol might displace cleaner naphtha or ethane 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment 22 by Don Steinke, Methanol might displace cleaner naphtha or ethane. 

SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Fri, Nov 30, 2018 at 1 :30 PM 

The main way that olefins are made globally is by starting with naphtha and it produces roughly half the emissions as 
starting with methanol. 

The second most common method of making olefin is be starting with ethane. This method produces less greenhouse 
gas emissions than starting with methanol. 

Please prepare a chart comparing the life cycle analysis of all three methods. 

Don Steinke 

https:l/mail.google.com/mall/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthld=thread-f%3A 1618596005021827235&simpl=msg-f"/o3A 16185960050... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment 24,25,26 by Don Steinke 

Comment 24,25,26 by Don Steinke 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment 24 and 25 and 26 by Don Steinke, methanol as fuel 

Kalama SEIS <seis@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

Fri, Nov 30, 2018 at 4:44 PM 

Using methanol as a vehicle fuel or blending it into conventional vehicle fuel would increase lifecycle carbon emissions 
above conventional gasoline. Do you agree? 

Some of the methanol is likely to be used as a fuel in ships and buses? Do you agree? 

If all of the methanol was used as a fuel, how much greenhouse gas would the project lead to on an annual basis? 

Don Steinke 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?lk=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1618608224857065009&simpl=msg-f%3A 16186082248... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comments 27 and 28 by Don Steinke 

Comments 27 and 28 by Don Steinke
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacllitysepa.com 

To the SEPA responsible officials 

Apologies if I've submitted these remarks before. 

Kalama SEIS <sels@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

Fri, Dec 28, 2018 at 11 :49 AM 

Comment 27 by Don Steinke -- emissions worse than we thought 4 months ago. 

The Trump's EPA is planning to throw our President Oba ma's methane emissions rules. 

Don Steinke 

Comment 28 by Don Steinke - faulty basis for projections 

SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

When China proposed the ethanol project, the price of oil was around $100 per barrel which would make 
naptha more expensive than going the methanol or coal route. 

Since then the price of oil has fallen nearly 50%, making the naptha option less expensive than methanol. 
The naptha process produces only half the emissions as methanol. 

Thus the methanol proposal would displace the naptha process and produce more emissions that the no 
action alternative. 

Don Steinke 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1621126395359122146&simpl=msg-f%3A 162112639535... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Faulty basis for projections 

Faulty basis for projections 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment 28 by Don Steinke - faulty basis for projections

To the SEPA responsible official 

Please make this part of the record. 

Kalama SEIS <seis@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

Tue, Dec 11, 2018 at 8:22 PM 

When China proposed the ethanol project, the price of oil was around $100 per barrel which would make 
naptha more expensive than going the methanol or coal route. 

Since then the price of oil has fallen nearly 50%, making the naptha option less expensive than methanol or 
coal. The naptha process produces only half the emissions as methanol. 

Thus the methanol proposal would displace the naptha process and produce more emissions that the no 
action alternative. 

Don Steinke 

https:l/mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1619618505908604216&simpl=msg-f%3A 16196185059... 1 /1 
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12/30/201B Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment 29 by Steinke 

Comment 29 by Steinke 
1 message 

Kalama SEIS <sels@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@grnail.com> Fri, Dec 28, 2018 at 12:09 PM 
To: SEIS@kalarnarnfgfacilitysepa.com 
Cc: Jasmine Zimmer-Stucky <jasmine@columbiariverkeeper.org>, John Karpinski <karpjd@comcast.net>, Miles Johnson 
<miles@columbiariverkeeper.org>, David Goldberg <hoplite9@comcast.net> 

Comment 29 by Steinke, power to compel 

Hello, please make this part of the record. 

According to SEPA, you cannot make assumptions over mitigation you can't compel. 

You cannot compel global markets to displace coal with the proposed methanol plant. 

You cannot speculate regarding mitigation you can't compel. 

The imagined displacement of the more polluting options cannot be used to justify the methanol plant, 

because you do not have the authority to compel that. 

Don Steinke 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1621127652701883768&simpl=msg-f%3A 162112765270... 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment 30 by Steinke 

G ii Kalama SEIS <sels@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

Comment 30 by Steinke 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment 30 by Steinke 

SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Fri, Dec 28, 2018 at 1:43 PM 

The Port of Kalama and Cowlitz County must recuse themselves from this process. They are biased in favor 

of the project. 

Berger Abam must also recuse themselves. They are biased in favor of the project. They all will make 

money if the project moves forward. They are compromised by dollar signs. 

Ask the Department of Ecology to start over and be the lead agency. 

Your SEIS and EIS are both false, as explained in my next comment. 

Don Steinke 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread f%3A 1621133566786376871 &simpl=msg-f%3A 162113356678..  1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - flawed eis and seis 

i I Kalama SEIS <sels@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

flawed eis and seis 
1 message 

---�---------- - -

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 
Cc: phil brooke <oldbrickhousefarm@yahoo.com> 

Comment 31 by Steinke 

There are places in American known as cancer alleys. 

Fri, Dec 28, 2018 at 1:58 PM 

Those places are regulated by the same EPA that is in charge of air pollution in Cowlitz and Clark Counties. 

The EPA is well known for setting low standards and being slow to enforce them. 

As we drove through Kalama at 5:30 pm, on Dec 27, 2018, the stench gave my wife a headache. 

Your EIS and your SEIS: 

Assumed the EPA standards were protective. 

They assumed the Trump administration would not weaken them 

They assumed enforcement would be good, and yet there was an awful upset condition in Kalama as I 
drove through. 

The EPA gives permits to cancer alleys. Ask Ecology to start over and be the lead agency. 

Also, please adopt by reference, the Comments submitted by Columbia Riverkeeper, as if from me. 

Don Steinke 

crVanWash@gmail.com 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik= 7 402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1621134500825033350&simpl=msg-f%3A 162113450082.. . 1 /1 
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12/30/2018 Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - Comment 32 by Don Steinke 

Comment 32 by Don Steinke 
1 message 

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com> 
To: SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Comment 32 by Don Steinke -- Worst Case Scenario 

SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

Kalama SEIS <sels@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 

Fri, Dec 28, 2018 at 3:52 PM 

1. Describe a worst case scenario the could be enabled by the proposed methanol plant. Include pipeline
explosions, plant explosions and marine accidents. Include property damage and loss of life.

2. What is the cost of such a worst case scenario?

3. Who are the responsible parties and how much insurance do they have?

Don Steinke 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7402f43ec2&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1621141682898908853&simpl=msg-f%3A 162114168289... 1 /1 
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12/28/2018 Kalama Manufactu ng & Marine Export Facility SEPA Mail - New submission from : Kevin Tempest 

c� ii Kalama SEIS <sels@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com> 
t1tl rls11�k 

New submission from : Kevinli mpest 
1 message 

kevin@lowcarbonprosperity.org <kevin@lo carbonprosperity.org> 
To: seis@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com, vanessa 

Your Name (Required) 

Kevin Tempest 

YourEmall 

kevin@lowcarbonprosperity.org 

Zip Code 

98103 

Publlc Comment 

Fri, Dec 21, 2018 at 11 :21 AM 

Between the Draft Supplemental EIS bein published and the public hearing, I authored a report regarding the global GHG 
impacts from the proposed KMMEF, whi should be considered for the decision: 

https://www.lowcarbonprosperity.org/wp-- ntent/uploads/2018/12/LCPI_KMMEF _ GHG_Analysis_ 12-13_Pre-release.pdf 

A summary of this report is: The KMMEF ethanol is very likely to provide GHG benefits in the short to medium term (at 
least through 2030) of between 2.3 to 7 .2 tCO2e/year. The methanol from the KMMEF facility would be entirely 
consistent with longer-term low carbon pa hways (e.g. IEA Petrochemical Outlook) that project an increasing role of natural 
gas based methanol, including much high r North American supply as an essential component of the strategy. The need 
for methanol production would be much g ater in an even deeper carbon pathway according to the best available 
analysis (IEA Petrochemical Outlook). Pa ways that lead to an increase in global GHG emissions associated with 
KMMEF exist, but remain unlikely. To mitl ate risk we provide several recommendations regarding limiting natural gas 
leakage, implementing highest quality mif ation approaches, evaluating long-term carbon capture and/or biogas 
capability, and seeking regulatory and/or rchase agreement certainty that coal methanol displacement is the primary 
outcome of KMMEF methanol entering th marketplace. 

Kevin Tempest 
R&D Scientist 
Low Carbon Prosperity Institute 
Seattle 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7 402f43ec2&view=pt& rch=all&permthld=thread-f%3A 1620490405464797098&simpl=msg-f%3A 16204904054. .• 1/1 
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From: Samantha Martin
To: POK
Subject: Methanol Refinery
Date: Friday, December 14, 2018 10:56:34 AM

Hello, 
I am a concerned Oregon resident who has enjoyed the Columbia River for recreation for most
of my life. From my experience as a biologist, the river and surrounding watershed are already
polluted enough from runoff, existing industry, and a deluge of other impacts. I do not support
the proposed methanol plant. I do not support the fracking industry and their history of water
pollution that endangers the communities dependent on the local watershed. Please take my
concerns into consideration as your port makes the decision to support the largest proposed
fracked gas to methanol plant in the world (an accomplishment that would go against the
Pacific Northwests international reputation as a clean and "green" outdoor paradise).

Samantha Martin

This email is confidential and should only be read by the intended recipient. Any email
received or sent by the Port of Kalama may be subject to disclosure under the Open Public
Records Act of Washington State RCW 42.56.
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TO:  Ann Farr 
Port of Kalama 
110 W. Marine Drive 
Kalama WA 98625 
SEIS@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com 

FROM:  Patricia J Weber 
       

     
 

RE:  KALAMA METHANOL FACILITY DRAFT SUPPLIMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
STATEMENT (DSEIS)  

Greetings, 

Thank  you  for  the opportunity  to present  testimony  in opposition  to  the proposed Kalama Methanol 
Facility. This testimony expands upon and clarifies the verbal testimony I submitted at the Public Hearing 
on 14 December 2018. 

INTRODUCTION: 

The  Port  of  Kalama  should  reject  the  DSEIS  because  it  fails  to  adequately  address  the  upstream 
greenhouse gas (GHG) fugitive emissions from leaks and flares. The methodology used in the Life Cycle 
Analysis (LCA) to calculate upstream fugitive methane emissions for the 99% of the fracked gas imported 
from British Columbia for the plant is incorrect. There are 4 basic problems with the methodology: 

1. GHGenius is not appropriate software for modeling large fossil fuel infrastructure projects.

2. Compressor stations are excluded from leakage numbers.

3. A steep discount for future Canadian federal regulations is not applicable.

4. The BC provincial government is not a credible source of emissions data.

The DSEIS asserts in the Sensitivity Analysis portion of the document that variations in upstream methane 
are not significant when compared to the emissions associated with coal production. However, Dr. Paul 
Thiers  has  submitted  testimony  that  coal‐based methanol will  only be displaced under  circumstances 
where the price of oil is greater than $70/barrel. (See Attachment “A”).  Thus, the Sensitivity Analysis in 
the DSEIS is not accurate; the effect of variations in upstream fugitive methane emissions needs to be 
considered in the context of an analysis that does not assume displacement of coal‐based methanol. The 
shortcomings  identified with the upstream analysis are then relevant, and each are discussed in detail 
below. 
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 GHGenius is not appropriate software for modeling large fossil fuel infrastructure projects.  

This software was developed for manufacturers of biofuels to demonstrate compliance with Clean Fuels 
Standards regulations. It does not lend itself to adaptation for large scale fossil fuel infrastructure analysis, 
because the bulk of emissions associated with transportation fuels come from the combustion of that fuel 
and the efficiency of the vehicle in which it is used. While it  is important to consider fugitive methane 
emissions from compressed natural gas (CNG) as a transportation fuel, minor variations in the calculation 
methodology  render  emission  values  that  are  insignificant  in  comparison  to  combustion  emissions, 
especially when comparing CNG to alternate fuel sources that are not created from petroleum products. 

While the version of GHGenius used in the LCA does allow for project specific inputs as noted by the DSEIS, 
a detailed analysis of the spreadsheet values used to calculate the “Gas Leaks & Flares” figure shown in 
Table B.4 show that the project inputs considered include: 

 Physical characteristics of methane (CH4) and other GHGs, which are constant.

 Gas  leaks  from Transmission Systems, adjusted downward according  to target
year.   Input factors are arbitrary values assigned to each type of gas (Solution,
Non‐Associated, Tight, Coalbed Methane, Shale) for a given year, and distance of
pipeline.  Pipeline  distance  is  evaluated  as  a  factor  of  the  average  Canadian
pipeline distance of 2233 km (e.g. a pipeline of 2233 km = 1)

 Gas  Leaks  from  Recovery  (i.e.  extraction),  adjusted  downward  according  to
target year. Gas Leaks from Recovery are based on arbitrary constants and are
the same regardless of the region identified in the input form. (Note: the figure
of 0.32% loss referenced in Table B.3 of the DSEIS appears here with no citation.)

 Additional  factors: US  Gas  consumption  by  year  &  relationship  between NGL
produced in the US compared to dry gas produced in the US in the target year.
(Note: the reason this information is taken into consideration is not clear).

Thus, the only project specific datum that the spreadsheet uses to calculate “Gas Leaks & Flares” is the 
length of pipeline. As this value is adjusted as a factor of average pipeline distance in Canada, variations 
in the pipeline distance result in insignificant variations in the total emissions calculated. 

Furthermore, the version of GHGenius used in the LCA was developed in 20121, not 2016 as indicated in 
Tables 1.2 and B.3. As a result, the data sets pertaining to fugitive emissions  in both transmission and 
recovery stages are based on outdated  information. The  implications of this outdated  information are 
addressed in subsequent sections. 

Lastly, the DSEIS claims that it has been widely used Canada for LCA, but provides no documentation that 
any of the LCA involved large‐scale fracked gas infrastructure projects similar to this one. 

The LCA  for  this project needs  to be based on models developed  specifically  for  large‐scale  fossil  fuel 
infrastructure projects, not transportation fuels. 

1 GHGENIUS NATURAL GAS PATHWAY UPDATE, (S& T)2 Consultants Inc., March 31, 2012 (Executive Summary 
included as “Attachment B” 
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Compressor stations are excluded from leakage numbers. 

The role that compressor stations play in leaking fugitive methane has only recently been documented; 
in 2012 when this version of GHGenius was developed it was not taken into consideration.  

A  2018  report  prepared  by  the  Interstate  Natural  Gas  Association  of  America  (INGAA) provides  the 
following information: 

SOURCES OF METHANE EMISSIONS FROM THE TRANSMISSION AND STORAGE SECTOR 

Within the natural gas transmission and storage sector, emissions broadly fall  into two 
categories:  facility  (e.g.,  compressor  stations,  underground  storage  facilities,  etc.)  or 
pipeline. There are three main categories of emissions from facilities and pipelines: 

(1) Compressor stations: emissions that occur during maintenance, compressor
startups, compressor shutdowns, and emergencies.
(2) Controlled  venting:  emissions  associated  with  maintenance  or  other  site
activities (i.e., blowdowns, pneumatic controllers, etc.). These emissions occur by
design and are part of normal operational practices.
(3) Fugitive  emissions  and  leaks:  unintended  emissions  from  equipment  that
occur from components such as flanges, connectors, seals, valves, and meters.

<…>  In  2016,  the  largest  sources  of  methane  emissions  from  this  sector  were: 
reciprocating and centrifugal compressors leaks; other compressor station leaks; engine 
exhaust;  natural  gas  pipeline  venting;  compressor  station  venting;  and  releases  from 
pneumatic controllers. 2   

Figures 1 & 2 below show methane and other GHGs leaking from compressor stations, as photographed 
by infrared optical gas imaging (OGI) cameras. 

Fig 1: Energy Transfer Hoban Gin Compressor, Reeves 
County, TX (March 2018). Image courtesy of Earthworks

Figure 2: Enterprise South Carlsbad Compressor, Eddy County, 
NM (September 2018) Image courtesy of Earthworks 

2 Improving Methane Emissions from Natural Gas Transmission and Storage, INGAA, August 2018.  
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The LCA  for  this project needs  to  include  fugitive methane emission contributions  from each piece of 
associated equipment identified in the INGAA report as sources of emissions. 

A steep discount for future Canadian federal regulations is not applicable. 

The DSEIS references a study by Stanford University, University of Calgary, and the Carnegie Endowment 
(Brandt  et  al.,  2017) which  examined  natural  gas  production  from  the  proposed  Kwispaa  LNG  Export 
Terminal. This study purportedly determined that wellhead leakage in BC is 0.18%, which corresponds to 
and thus supports the value used by GHGenius. This study incorporated anticipated reductions in leakage 
that Canadian federal regulations governing methane emissions would create. (Note: a citation for this 
study was not provided in the DSEIS).  

However, Alberta, BC, and Saskatchewan receive an exemption from the Canadian federal  regulations 
that allows them to submit their own plan to meet national reduction goals. BC’s methane reduction plans 
are in draft form only at this time, but plans submitted by Alberta shows methane emission regulations 
that are much weaker than the proscribed federal ones would be3.  It remains to be seen whether the 
Canadian federal government, which is bullish on fracked gas development, will enforce federal standards 
that are stronger than provincial standards. 

The LCA for this project needs to incorporate future reductions in methane emissions from regulations 
enacted by the province of British Columbia, not Canadian federal regulations.   

The BC provincial government is not credible sources of emissions data. 

In its 2012 report “GHGenius Natural Gas Pathway Update”, (S& T)2 Consultants Inc. cites BC Energy & 
Mines as the source for methane leakage data for fracked gas production.  

However, research by the David Suzuki Foundation4 at Montney Basin wellheads show that BC inventories 
are vastly underreported.  

“The findings reveal that methane emissions from B.C.’s Montney region alone are greater 
than what the provincial government has estimated for the entire industry. This suggests 
that methane emissions from the industry as a whole are at least 2.5 times higher than 
what the province estimates. In addition, this survey found that approximately 47 per cent 
of active wells are emitting methane‐rich plumes.”5 

It should be noted that the DSEIS references this study and excerpts a quote from its conclusion paragraph 
“that natural gas activity in the Montney formation may emit both less frequently and less severely than 
US  comparators.”  The  implication  of  this  study  is  not,  however,  that  because  fracked  gas  production 
regions in the US may have higher emission rates the under‐reporting of emissions in BC should not be 

3 Alberta’s Methane Regulations Will Fail To Meet Provincial Reduction Target, Environmental Defence Canada, 
December 2018 

4 “Mobile measurement of methane emissions from natural gas developments in northeastern British Columbia, 
Canada,” Atherton et al, 2017 (included as Attachment “C”) 
5 https://davidsuzuki.org/science‐learning‐centre‐article/mobile‐measurement‐of‐methane‐emissions‐from‐
natural‐gas‐developments‐in‐northeastern‐british‐columbia‐canada/ 
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considered  relevant.  Rather  the  stated  purpose  of  the  research  is  to  “be  used  to  inform  policy 
development in an era of methane emission reduction efforts.” 

Similar  research  in  Alberta  shows  the  same  problems  with  under‐reporting6.  Earlier  this  year,  the 
Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) published a study that shows methane emissions in the US are much 
higher than the EPA had estimated7; in short – every time fugitive emissions are studied in greater detail, 
the results show they are higher than government estimates. To date, the most thorough study of fugitive 
methane emissions is the referenced EDF report. EDF’s research methodology incorporated 5 principles: 

 Projects were led by academic scientists

 Multiple methods were used to quantify emissions when possible

 Research was reviewed by independent scientific experts

 Data was publicly released

 Results were published in peer‐reviewed journals

The data used by GHGenius was gathered via ground‐up estimates only. The LCA for this project must be 
based on fugitive methane leakage data gathered for production and transmission infrastructure in BC, 
using similar methods to the EDF research. This would include at a minimum both ground‐up and top‐
down research and analysis. 

CONCLUSION: 

Thank you for taking the time to consider my testimony. This  is by no means  intended to serve as an 
exhaustive compendium of the flaws present in the DSEIS; instead, it should be considered in conjunction 
with  other  public  comments  that  address  its  overall  failure  to  adequately  assess  the  climate  change 
consequences of this project. 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions, comments, or concerns you may have. 

Patricia J Weber, PE 

6 “Methane emissions from oil and gas production sites in Alberta, Canada,” Zavala‐Araisa et al, 2018 
7 “Measuring Methane: A Groundbreaking Effort to Quantify Methane Emissions from the Oil and Gas Industry,” 
Environmental Defense Fund, 2018 (included as Attachment “D”) 
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ATTACHMENT “A” 

Comments for the KMMEF Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement  

December 13, 2018 

By Paul Thiers, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Political Science 

pthiers@wsu.edu 

My name is Paul Thiers.  I am a professor of political science at Washington State University Vancouver.  

I am trained as a political economist with a primary research focus on China.  I have published research 

on Chinese energy policy and climate change policy.   

I have reviewed the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement and the supplemental 

greenhouse gas Analysis provided by Life Cycle Associates.  While there are many problems with these 

documents, I would like to speak directly to the claim that this project will reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions by reducing the use of coal in China’s chemical industry.   IN order to make this claim, the 

DSEIS ignores the dramatic drop in the price of oil since 2014.  Here is why. 

The basis for Life Cycle Associates’ claim is that this methanol will be used in China to manufacture 

olefins, a feedstock for the Chinese chemical industry and that this methanol to olefins process will 

displace new coal to olefins plants in China.  In fact, methanol availability will not be a particularly 

significant factor in determining the use of coal to produce olefins in China.   

Coal to olefins production in China is already being displaced by a return to an even cheaper process, the 

use of oil for naphtha cracking and ultimately produce ethylene.  Olefins are an alternative to naphtha, 

making natural gas or coal alternatives to oil.  The Chinese government began encouraging the building 

of coal to olefins plants between 2011 and 2014 when oil prices rose above 100 dollars per barrel.  Coal 

to olefins was attractive as an alternative to traditional oil to naphtha processes only when oil was that 

expensive.  It is significant that all of the relevant citations in the SDEIS are from this period.  Since the 

crash in oil prices from late 2014 to early 2016, China is seeing a return to oil to naphtha production and 

interest in building new coal to olefins plants has subsided.  Coal to olefins will only return as a target for 

increased production if oil goes back to well over 70 dollars per barrel (Qun et. al. 2017).  As I write 

these comments it is at 50 to 60 dollars per barrel.  It has not been even as high as $80 per barrel since 

September 2014. 

The DSEIS and the supplemental Greenhouse Gas analysis completely ignore the impact of oil prices on 

methanol to olefins greatest competitor, oil to naphtha.  On page 143 of the GHG analysis the authors 

make one slight mention of naphtha steam cracking, only to point out that it is also a greenhouse gas 

emitter.  But this is not relevant.  The relevant question, as with coal, is if methanol to olefins can 

displace oil to naphtha based on price.  With oil well below 100 dollars per barrel, the answer to that 

question would clearly be no.   

Appendix F of the Supplemental GHG Analysis is entitled “Energy Prices.”  The authors go to great pains 

to compare natural gas and coal prices but they make not a single mention of oil.  To have a section of a 

report on Energy Prices ignore oil could be dismissed as a bad term paper if it were not so clearly 

intended to inflate the demand for methanol and mask the greenhouse gas emissions potential of this 

project.  If the methanol is not going to be used to produce olefins in China only two possibilities remain.  

1
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One is that the methanol produced here in Southwest Washington will find less of a market than 

anticipated, diminishing any economic benefit to this community.  The other possibility is that this 

methanol will be used for transportation fuel in China, in which case, the greenhouse gas emissions have 

been greatly underestimated.  Either way, the SDEIS needs to be redone specifically taking oil prices and 

oil to naphtha into account. 

1
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The DSEIS assumes that all fracked gas will come from British Columbia for the 
duration of the refinery's lifetime. It is a gross oversight to believe that a commodity, 
such as natural gas, will not experience market shifts and changes. It is with "rose
colored glasses" that the proponents of the refinery assume that no fracked gas will come 
from the Rocky Mountain States. If that were to be properly factored in, it would most 
certainly alter the numbers. A new SEIS must account for and properly evaluate the 
impacts of getting at least some of the gas from fracking in the Rocky Mountain States. 
This would mean more gas pipelines from those areas to bring the gas to the Pacific NW 
on its way to Kalama. The impacts of new or expanded pipelines must be considered, 
including any methane leakage. Proper leakage rates should be assigned; please consult 
with the WA DOE to obtain the estimate numbers from the most comprehensive studies 
available. 

Please update the SEIS to reflect this and rework the analysis. I plan to read the Final 
SEIS. 

Ann Mottet 
Longview resident 
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Testimony: Port of Kalama Methanol Refinery 

December 13, 2018 

My name is Dr. Ann Turner. I worked at community health centers serving vulnerable 

populations my entire career. I have also been active in the Northwest Regional Primary Care 

Association, an organization that seeks to decrease health disparities in our region. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on the DSEIS. I would like to address the issue 

that the Refinery would have serious negative health impacts for the residents of Cowlitz 

County and would violate the principles of environmental justice. The recent Health Impact 

Assessment done for the proposed Longview coal terminal shows that Cowlitz County ranks 

near the bottom of Washington counties in health indicators. Rates of death and 

hospitalization for heart and lung disease are higher than the State average. 

This plant would release huge amounts of methane and volatile organic compounds, air 

pollutants that result in smog. These smog-producing emissions would negatively affect the 

health of the most vulnerable-children, the elderly and those already suffering from heart and 

lung disease. 

In addition, the impacts of global warming are known to have greater negative effects on 

vulnerable communities. NWIW claims that the overall impact of this project would be to 

decrease GHG's. These claims are based on promises by a company controlled by the Chinese 

government. Is this credible? 

One example of the result of global warming is a much higher incidence of heat stress and heat 

stroke which disproportionally affect the young, the old, those with chronic illnesses, pregnant 

women, minorities and outdoor workers. This is but one of the many consequences of global 

warming. 

Building this refinery would clearly result in environmental injustice to the health and well

being of the residents of Cowlitz County. 

I ask that Governor lnslee and the Department of Ecology reject the Port of Kalama Methanol 

Refinery project and not permit it to move forward. 

Thank you, 

Ann Turner, MD 
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Public Comment: 

Kalama Methanol Refinery Supplemental Environmental Impact 

Statement 

Submitted by 

Mailing address 
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You can submit written testimony in the following ways: 

• Hand into the sign in table at today's event;

• Email your comment directly to seis@kal,:imamfgfacilitysepa.com;

• Mail your comment to:

KMMEF EIS 

c/o SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama 

110 West Marine Drive 

Kalama. WA 98625 

Remember: All comments are due by 5 p.m. on December 28, 2018. 

There is no limit to the number of comments you can submit. 
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Thank you for allowing me to testify today. My name is Bill Adams and I'm from Des Moines 

98198. 

If this methanol refinery project goes forward, yes, it will give your area more jobs and more tax 

revenue which will certainly help your economy. It has also been argued that since it would be 

a natural gas-powered methanol refinery it will help the environment by reducing the need for 

dirtier coal-powered methanol refineries in China. 

On the surface, these look good. But they're based on short-term thinking and to a certain 

extent, tunnel vision. Recognizing the long-term and the bigger picture, if the project goes 

forward, 2 things will happen and they're not good: 

1. The refinery's voracious appetite for 320 million cubic feet of natural gas daily (about

twice that of All commercial business in our state) means more fossil fuel extraction to

satisfy this appetite. More extraction is not the answer to combating climate change

according to 97% of the world's climate scientists. They're in full agreement that we

need less extraction to help us transition to a clean, renewable energy economy. More

fossil fuels will not give us a safe, livable planet. They're the problem and not the

solution.

2. Most of the gas used would be forced out-of-the ground by hydraulic fracturing a.k.a.

fracking. It's a documented fact that fracking has caused ground water contamination,

excess water consumption, methane leakage and even earthquakes. While our state has

no natural gas reserves to frack, please consider the upstream effects of fracking.

Methane leakage alone is a serious problem. Averaging 3% and documented at 3-4

times that in Montana, North Dakota and Utah, it rivals burning coal for retention of

GHGs in the upper atmosphere.

Those that want this project to move forward are ignoring the obvious. They're thinking short

term instead of long-term. While the project may have some initial benefits, in the long-term it 

will only hurt the environment. It will hurt it because it will delay the change-over from a fossil 

fuel extraction economy to a clean, renewable energy economy. More fossil fuels are not the 

answer. I'm with 97% of the world's climate scientists who say we need to leave fossil fuels in 

the ground and move instead towards renewable energy if we are to have a livable, sustainable 

planet for our future generations. Most of us in this room have children and grandchildren. 

With their interests in mind, whose side are you on? 

&Y� 
    S  
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Hello, my name is Caleb Ceravolo and I live in Ridgefield, WA. The proposed methanol 
.., refinery would cover over 90 acres and hold 72 million gallons of methanol. This much 

methanol is a huge safety hazard as methanol is highly flammable and explosive. 
Fumes from burning methanol can kill a person. The Methanol Institute says "direct 
exposure to methanol should be avoided as methanol can be harmful if swallowed, 
absorbed through the skin, or inhaled. Ingestion of as little as one ounce can cause 
irreversible injury to the nervous system, blindness, or even death. Methanol can cause 
poisoning, systemic acidosis, optic nerve damage, and central nervous system effects. 

There is a 40% chance that the megaquake will happen here within the next 50 years. 
This earthquake will cause the refinery to at least spill its methanol all over the area. 72 
million gallons will spiij and get into our Columbia River and kill the fish and all the birds 
and wildlife that depend on those fish to live and devastate the wildlife on land too! 
How can you contain the spill? You can't contain the Columbia River! 

Since the methanol is highly volatile, it doesn't even have to be the earthquake that sets 
this off. A spark could cause the methanol to catch fire and explode, causing these 
deadly fumes to be blown about in the air. These fumes are highly poisonous and as I 
said earlier, these fumes can and will kill people. 

Also, the mouth of the Columbia River is one of the most consistently dangerous 
waterways in the world, and there will be 3 to 6 tankers going through this graveyard of 
the Pacific every month. No matter what, this terminal will have a negative effect on the 
Columbia River. 

While I was doing this research, I became extremely scared and wanted to walk away 
from the computer. I have no idea why you are even considering this devastating 
refinery. Since there is that high a chance to kill all the beauty and wildlife of thi�,,p \JI would you really build this refinery? Thanks. l. \

\ 
\ 

,., 

. I 

�,/. 
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Cambria Keely 

       

My name is Cambria Keely and I am a 17-year-old res�:::::la::'lA. I, along with 
many others, have serious concerns about the claims in the DSEIS, and today I'm focusing on 

the 100-year timeline. 

Carbon emission estimates in the DSEIS rely on a 100-year average which actually 

minimizes the full impact of this refinery. Most of the damage done by tracked methane gas is in 

the first 20 years. Methane is 86 times stronger of a heat-trapping gas than CO2 over a 20-year 

period. The DSEIS even states the plan is for the methanol refinery to exist for 30-40 years so 

spreading the GHG emissions over a century is a blatant misrepresentation. We don't have 100-

years to decarbonize. 

How does NWIW and the Port of Kalama spin the truth in their favor? By cherry-picking 

data to put in the DSEIS. One glaring example is using stats from the United Nation's IPCC 

2007 Assessment but not even referencing the more recent IPCC 2014 assessment or their 

2018 Special Report which warned we only have 12 years to cap global warming at 1.5 degrees 

Celsius above pre-industrial levels, beyond which we will experience significantly worsened 

fires, droughts, floods, extreme heat, and poverty for hundreds of millions of people. 

The authors state "urgent and unprecedented changes" are needed to reach this target. 

Building a massive tracked-gas refinery obligating us to decades of new fossil fuel infrastructure 
is the wrong direction to move in for a state that should be a leader in environmental innovation. 

Instead we need to promote clean, renewable energies for a sustainable future. Just say no! 
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I was born in Longview and grew up here. I am a homeowner here as well. 

The current DSEIS underestimates the amount of methane-leakage rates by 
ignoring any studies that shower higher leakage rates than the very lowest 
studies. Put it another way: I once knew a teenager who would base her 
decision on when to leave the house to get somewhere based on her very best 
time she had ever made to that location. So if the fastest time she had ever done 
from her house to her high school parking lot was 11 minutes, then she would 
never leave her house any earlier than 11 minutes before school started because 
she always assumed she could again repeat her fastest time, ignoring all the 
other prior or subsequent trips that took any longer than 11 minutes. This is 
exactly what NWIW is doing by choosing the absolute lowest methane leakage 
rates in the industry (no more than 1 % ) and then assuming that they will always 
meet this rate for the next 40 years without fail. When you look at other 
comprehensive studies of methane-leakage rates, they are 2 and sometimes 3 
times higher than what NWIW has chosen. Moreover, NWIW won't control any 
pipeline beyond their own short 3.1 mile spur, if they even will have control over 
that. Natural gas companies, not the consumers of natural gas (including 
industry consumers), build and maintain the pipelines. So NWIW wouldn't have 
any control over holding the methane-leakage rate down to 1 % over many 
hundreds of miles of pipelines, even with best intentions to do so. 

The new SEIS should use all valid studies of methane-leakage rates; possibly 
toss the few outliers that are too high or too low, and then come up with a 
reasonable average. NWIW should not be allowed to "cherry pick" the studies 
and choose the smallest number, like some high school teenager. The stakes 
are much higher here, and it does not serve the public to be using an inaccurate 
set of numbers. 

I would like the permitting agencies to start again, using an updated and more 
accurate SEIS this time, correcting the above deficiency and any others. 
Washington Ecology should be consulted and utilized. I will be reading the final 
SEIS and wish to see the methane-leakage rates updated to a more reasonable 
average. 

Carolyn Fox 
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MY STATEMENT FOR DEIS HEARING ON KALAMA METHANOL PLANT 

Dec 13, 2018, Longview, Washington 

My name is Carrie Parks. I'm a resident of Vancouver and am a third-generation Washingtonian. I'm 
here today because I'm scared. I can see with my own two eyes that the climate is changing. 
Washington state's whole economy is based on natural resources, which will be threatened in so many 
ways by this methanol plant. 

The methanol refinery operation in Kalama is estimated to produce more than a million tons of 
greenhouse gases, equivalent to the pollution from 1.3 million cars. The facility's emissions for diesel 
particulate air pollution would exceed the state's acceptable levels by five times. This would increase 
the state's total emissions by 1 percent at a time when we know we have to reduce emissions and get off 
fossil fuels completely to avoid massive extinctions and die-offs. 

You want to bring this methanol plant in here for a few hundred jobs. But do you really feel ok about 
trading that for the thousands of jobs that this plant will cost us? 

Since money seems to be the only thing that counts with some people, let me talk about money and jobs 
for a minute. 

Last summer, we had week after week of thick smoke in Western Washington because of the wildfires 
in California and BC. The year before that, a terrible wildfire in the Columbia River Gorge destroyed 
many businesses. They're saying this is the "new normal." Increasing air pollution is increasing the 
risk of catastrophic wildfires. What about those people and their jobs? Do you care? 

97% of our shellfish farmers are reporting financial damage to their businesses because pollution is 
causing the ocean to acidify. That eats away at the calcium shells of our oysters, clams and crabs, 
killing them, or making them too small to harvest. Just in the past few weeks, the crab harvest off our 
coast has been shortened because of this. What about the jobs of those fishermen? Your methanol plant 
will make it harder for them to keep their jobs, some of which have been in their families for 
generations. 

And what about our regular fishermen? Toxins from harmful algal blooms closed fisheries along the 
coast in 2015, and we saw salmon die-offs because of the warm water temperatures in rivers and 
streams. What about those jobs? 

What about all the people who work in recreation in Washington? When I was a kid, all the mountains 
around here were white year-round. Now you can see that by July they are mostly gray. The declining 
snow packs make the ski season start later and later. According to the climate change report that just 
came out, the lack of snow caused by climate change could cut all snow-based recreation revenue by 
70%. 

That declining snow pack is also what provides irrigation water throughout the year to our farmers. 
What about those thousands of agricultural jobs that depend on that snow pack? And with spring 
starting earlier, crops could start blooming before insects come around to pollinate them. Do you care 
about those jobs? 
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December13,2018 

NORTHWEST INNOVATION WORKS 

SUPPLEMENTAL DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

KALAMA METHANOL REFINERY 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

Chris Turner 

    

   

    

This draft is imaginary, unrealistic, and unprofessional. Cowlitz County and the Shoreline Board should 

require that this draft be thrown into the trash, not revised. 

GHG EMISSIONS (Unprofessional) 

First, they do not calculate the emissions/leakages from the pipeline, storage facilities, methanol used as 

fuel, compare realistic vessel/tanker transportation to alternative destinations, or up to 650 non-shore 
power vessels using the lay berths each year. Northwest has used unrealistic figures for emissions that 
they did calculate. 

VOLUNTARY MITIGATION (Imaginary) 

Second, they say, "NWIW will voluntarily mitigate, ALL GHG emissions from Washington State including 

those outside our facility". Falsely, mentioning multiple times to purchase credits, and contribute to a 
mitigation fund. TODAY, Washington State does not have a carbon exchange nor do we have a 
mitigation fund. 

SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES SINCE FEIS (Unrealistic) 

Northwest intends to discharge wastewater to the fire pond in violation of the Shoreline ZLD condition 
as well as Ecology's Water Quality Permit that does not allow wastewater discharges to surface waters. 

Northwest has failed in 6 years to design an earthquake soil stabilization plan for this project. 

A major reason EFSEC denied a permit for Tesoro's oil terminal in Vancouver, was due to similar SEISMIC 
RISKS even though multiple, expert, earthquake engineers repeatedly designed/revised their inch by 
inch plan. 

The site plan in this draft, is an old re-dated 2016 plan. Northwest fails to mention that the 2 large Air 
Separation Units, Infiltration pond, and Fire Pond are still in the Shoreline District. In addition, the foam 

building is now incorrectly positioned. 
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CONCLUSION 

This project site for the methanol refinery, has never been of sufficient acreage to create a world's 

largest methanol refinery. NWIW is unable to include much of the distances that would be required to 

separate flammable tanks etc. from ignition sources. As well as, Northwest has eliminated necessary 
production infrastructure, failed to accommodate equipment to property reduce emissions, dry solid 

waste, reduce upsets, and continue production during routine maintenance. 

This supplemental draft is entirely useless, and needs to be rejected, not revised. 
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Comment on the SEIS for the Kalama 
Manufacturing and Marine Export 

Facility 

Submitted by: Dave Hale, resident of SW Washington (Silver Creek, Lewis County) 

  
• The SEIS assumes that the production of methanol in Kalama would offset the use of coal used

in the production of olefins in Asia.

o There is no guarantee that it will do so as methanol could be used as a fuel for

transportation in Asia as it is currently being used.

o There is an assumption that market forces will cause the shift to methane (natural gas)

as a feedstock for olefins. Again, no guarantee of that as we do not control what

happens in another country. The fact that our NW supplies of natural gas are abundant

at present only serves to reduce the cost of that feedstock source to a Chinese

government that seems to be accumulating sources of natural gas fields all over the

world.

• The assumption that there would be no significant upstream GHGs as a result of this project is

fundamentally flawed

o As this project begins exporting more product the demand for feedstock goes up.

Natural gas development (wells, pipelines, compressor stations, etc.) will also go up and

that alone results in GHGs.

o Fugitive emissions are not insignificant but rather cumulative and additive resulting in

significant potent methane emissions. There is currently poor regulation of these

sources of emissions and, until that changes, increased demand for methane will lead

to additional fugitive emissions.

o Increasing the demand for fossil fuels only exacerbates the existing problems we have

with regards to climate change resulting from global warming.

• We need to reduce the use of fossil fuels not increase them

• There is every reason to believe that any displaced coal use in China will only be

offset by increased coal use in India or Bangladesh.

• The assumption that operation of the facility would not result in significant GHGs from the use

of electricity ignores the fact that with the ULE process massive amounts of electricity are

needed from the grid in Cowlitz PUD; this will serve to increase the current necessity to use

fossil fuel generated electric power at times when hydro power is not available in sufficient

quantities.

comment on the seis for the kalama manufacturing and marine export facility Page 1 
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• The assumption that GHGs would increase under the "no action" scenario is also speculative.
o This assumes that plastic def!)and would go up; there are many new processes being

• J : 

developed and existing that would use other materials to displace plastics.
o Global aw,areness i,s beginning to demand reduced use o · plastics and the energy used

to cre�te them•a; well as the energy we use to run our modern civilization.
o If we are going to speculate, then I would prefer to bet on being more conservative and

efficient, thereby reducing our dependence on fossil fuels.
• If we want to reduce GHGs, and the vast majority of us do, then we need to reduce the use of

fossil fuels across.the boara. We have the means to do just that by increasing energy
conservation and investing in renewable energy.

• I 

o Yes, that may mean that we need to shift some fossil fuel use from coal and oil to
natural gas. But that should be done right here in the northwest. We don't need to be
exporting cleaner forms of energy while we have a high carbon footprint from dirtier
forms of energy.

' s 

•j ' I

.,.; 

t. 

CT <' 
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Public Hearing Comments 
For the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement 

On the Proposed NWIW Kalama Methanol Facility 
Longview, Washington, December 13, 2018 

My name is Don Watt. I live in Chehalis, Washington. I graduated from Oregon 
State University in 1972, with a degree in Earth Sciences and Meteorology. After 
graduation I worked for a number of years in weather and flood forecasting 
programs for the National Weather Service in northern Rocky Mountain states 
and in Alaska. Most of the last 25 years of my working career were spent doing 
Air Quality Monitoring and Streamflow Monitoring with the Washington 
Department of Ecology, in Olympia. 

For me, there is so much to oppose about the Kalama Methanol Refinery that it's 
hard to know where to begin. 

The Draft (Daft) Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement paints a rosy 
picture of vast reductions in greenhouse gas emissions from China's plastics 
industry as a result of this project. 

However, I question many of the economic and environmental assumptions on 
which these assessments are made. 

I question the assumption that hydraulic fracturing would provide a clean and 
environmentally sustainable source of natural gas for the life of the project. 
There are too many unanswered questions about the safety of fracking and 
about its resulting long term impacts to air and water quality. 

I question the low leakage rate assumptions used to determine that methane 
production and transport provides a cleaner energy source than coal. 

I question the global methanol market assumptions used to determine that 
this plant will remain economically viable for the next 35 years. The current 
economic climate of tariffs and the on again-off again trade war with China make 
these assumptions of economic stability little more than a bad joke. 

Finally, I question the assumption that methanol from a Kalama refinery would 
be used to make plastics, and not turn into a source of transportation fuel for the. 
Chinese economy. The Life Cycle Associates appendix to the DSEIS addresses 
to potential for using the methanol from this project as a source of transportation 
fuel. 

Section 3.6 on page 3-27, the DSEIS quotes the Washington Administrative 
Code as it provides guidance for evaluating the significance of a proposal. Each 
of the points listed are relevant to this project, but I'd like to focus on the last 
point concerning the environmental significance of this proposal: 
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"A proposal may to a significant degree: Establish a precedent for future actions 
with significant effects, involve unique and unknown risks to the environment, or 
may affect public health or safety." 

There is a lot to unpack in those lines as they are applied to the Kalama 
Methanol proposal. 

One of my greatest fears about this project is that it will establish the precedent 
that it is environmentally acceptable to use the Columbia River, or any other 
waterway along the coasts of Washington (or Oregon), as a mere conduit for 
exporting North America's fossil fuel energy to Asia or other markets around the 
globe. 

The shorelines and waterways of the lower Columbia River have too great a 
value for their environmental and aesthetic richness to allow them to be 
squandered as a mere conduit for transporting fossil fuel energy to global 
markets. This fact is especially true at a time when we should be doing all that is 
humanly possible to keep the carbon in those fossil fuels locked up in the ground. 

During my studies at Oregon State University around 1970 my assigned reading 
list included Garrett Hardin's treatise, "The Tragedy of the Commons". In that 
classic piece, Hardin revealed how the minor incremental decisions of a 
multitude of individuals can end in the utter destruction of a commonly held 
resource. 

Our natural environment and especially our earth's atmosphere represent the 
ultimate "Commons"; shared and enjoyed by each individual, and by every living 
thing on this planet. But as each individual, each state, nation, and corporation 
continues to use the atmosphere as a receptacle for the used up carbon from 
fossil fuels, we are dooming ourselves to the ultimate Tragedy of the Commons. 
That appears to be the future we are leaving for our children, our grandchildren, 
and for the planet. 

The appropriate response is to keep the carbon in those fossil fuels locked up 
underground. To that end, the best action here would be to reject the NWIW 
proposal for a methanol refinery in Kalama. The industrial site at the Port of 
Kalama is much better suited for developing some sort of renewable energy or 
other environmentally friendly project. 

Thanks for hearing my concerns. 

Don Watt 
Chehalis, WA 98532 
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December 12, 2018 

KMMEF EIS 
C/o SEPA Responsible Official 
Port of Kalama, 110 West Marine Drive 
Kalama, WA 98625 

My name is Gregory Monahan and I live in Portland, Oregon. I am testifying to you on behalf of my 
grandchildren and all of the future generations of the world. 

I am submitting this testimony because if this plant is built the impact will be global and not just local. 

I understand the desire to raise revenues and create jobs that both the Port and the County have. 
This project is the wrong way to go about it which an accurate EIS analysis would show. 

Our reliance on fossil fuels is wrecking Earth's climate. We cannot continue to add fossil fuel projects 
like the proposed Kalama methanol refinery and have any hope of a future in which future 
generations can thrive. Anyone who does not understand this has not been paying attention. 1234 (In 
the interest of brevity, I will not enumerate the 4 references which are part of my written comments). I 
ask that these references be included as part of the record of this hearing. 

This Draft Supplemental EIS is deeply flawed because it does not accurately reflect the emissions 
that wiU result if this plant is built: 

• It grossly underestimates the upstream emissions by ignoring all of the scientific studies
on the true levels of emissions from tracking.

• It assumes that the methanol from this plant will be used for making plastics and not for
fuel when there is no guarantee that this will happen. Thus the downstream emissions
are not accurately included in the EIS.

• It assumes that the Chinese will use coal based methanol if this plant is not built with no
evidence or guarantee to support this assumption. Thus, the "no build alternative" is not
accurately represented.

I urge you to think about future generations and start over to create an accurate, unbiased analysis of 
this project. 

Thank you for your consideration of my comments 

Gregory Monahan, PhD 
    

Portland, Oregon 

https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/environment/qlobal-warminq-today-mirrors-conditions-durinq-earths-largest-ext 
inction-event-uw-study/?utm source=Sightline%20Institute&utm medium=web-email&utm campaiqn=Sightline%20News 
%20Selections 
2 https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11 /23/climate/us-climate-report.html 
3 https://www.arctic.noaa.gov/Report-Card 
4 https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/07 /climate/ipcc-climate-report-2040. html?module=inline 
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Public Comment: 

Kalama Methanol Refinery Supplemental Environmental Impact 

Statement 

Submitted by 

Mailing address 

You can submit written testimony in the following ways: 

• Hand into the sign in table at today's event;

• Email your comment directly to seis@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com;

• Mail your comment to: 

KMMEF EIS

c/o SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama

110 West Marine Drive

Kalama, WA 98625

Remember: All comments are due by 5 p.m. on December 28, 2018. 

There is no limit to the number of comments you can submit. 
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Oral Comment 

I am Mike Ellison of Vancouver, WA 

[I appreciate that WA state law requires you to consider the lifecycle global warming potential 
(GWP) of the proposed Kalama methanol refinery. I'm going to f · cus on a few of the flaws is 
see in my reading of the analysis in the Draft Supplemental EIS.] 

The IPCC Special Report about the difference between 1.5 and C warming released in October 
reinforces the need to limit global warming to 1.SC-at least. his science-based IPCC report 
tells us that we must achieve GHG emissions reductions of 4 % by 2030to limit warming to 
1.SC.

· --�-----····· .. �

Therefore, I urge you to not take chances with our gener welfare, our economy, and our life 
support system. The need is so grave that you must bas your decision on this project on 
assumptions for each life cycle emission source that r resent worst-case or near-worst case 
scenarios. This DSEIS doesn't meet that standard. 

Speculative Displacement Assumptions in the 

Probably the most egregious flaw of the DSEIS i its assumption that this project will displace 
China's use of coal-based technology to make lefins. Without this assumption, the project is a 
net GHG emitter. The urgency of reducing G G emissions means that we can't risk our future 
on such an uncertain market analysis. 

------=-----:------:---
Treatment of Methane emissions ind ermining the GWP of the project 

The assumption of an upstream metha e leak rate of only 1% is unrealistic. It is more likely this 
is 2 to 4.5 times greater. ----,

There is also a dangerously unreali ic modeling of the GWP of the upstream methane 
emissions. The 20-year GWP for ethane of 84 times CO2 is the realistic assumption. The DSEIS 
uses the 100-yr GWP of only 34. 

In 2014 Jessika Trancik and M rgan Edwards of MIT directly addressed this issue. "[The problem 
is that now we're actually cl ser to reaching and potentially exceeding the commonly cited 
climate targets.] If our tim frame for stabilizing radiative forcing is 20 or 30 years, we shouldn't 
use the 100-year GWP for our analysis." 

Conclusion 

Because of the flaws I' e noted, as well as those explained by others, plus the urgent need for 
near-term dramatic G G emission reductions, I believe that, contrary to the DSEIS, there are 
Unavoidable Signific nt Adverse Impacts of the project. Therefore, you should to start over to 
create an accurate 
this methanol refi 

alysis, and Governor lnslee and the Department of Ecology should reject 
ry. 
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Public Comment: 

Kalama Methanol Refinery Draft Supplemental Impact Statement 
Submitted by: Kristin Edmark, MPH RD Dec 13, 2018 

Mailing address:   th 

    

1.2.1 "Because the methanol from the proposed project would create a new alternative supply 
of methanol, market forces will result in displacement effects on existing supplies, including the 
effects that displaced methanol sources will have on global GHG emissions. 

All sections and references dealing with displacement of Chinese based production by 
Washington based production should be removed from the document. This includes all analysis 
of pollution created in China due to the refining process. 

I saw the reference on Page 154 in the lifecycle portion which cites an article claiming that 16 
new coal to methanol facilities are expected to come into operation between 2018 and 2023 in 
the absence of a reliable source of imported natural gas-based supply (ASISACHEM, 2018) And
the charts showing increase demand for methanol in China. 

But too many unfounded assumptions are necessary in order to assert that methanol from 
Kalama will displace facilities in China which produce more GHG 

¾ of the coal to methanol factories in China are now not operating. Besides financial reasons, 
these factories have been closed to decrease dangerous air pollution. 

I agree with the Stockholm Environment Institute in "Towards a climate test for Industry: 
Assessing a gas-based methanol plan" which states "We find two reasons to doubt that the 
Kalama facility would displace coal-based methanol rather than to avoid other lower-emission 
routes to olefin production. The first is that the economics of new coal-based methanol facilities 
are not as favorable as they once were ... Second, China has taken important steps to curb 
coal...Together, these two factors suggests that there is no guarantee that production of gas 
based methanol at the Kalama facility would avoid an equivalent amount of coal-based
methanol production in China. By contrast, it seems just as or more likely that it would displace 
other, lower-GHG olefin routes that appear to dominate globally"

The effects of macroeconomics on this refinery are complex and dynamic especially over a 4 
decade time-line. Similar to weather, the movement of complex economic factors becomes less 
accurate the farther out they are forecasted. So many possible factors beyond the control of 
NWIW could come into play over this long period. Some examples might be 

- New facilities around the world like the new Methanex methanol refinery in Canada &
proposed in New Zealand. The Lifecycle portion shows the many present methanol
producers

- Pressures to reduce fossil fuel consumption,
- New technologies
- Price changes in any part of the energy sector
- Trade treaties, trade wars, international conflicts
- Increase or decrease in demand. For example, China is experiencing a rapid demand for

transportation fuel as more citizens purchase cars.

I am here today because I am worried about the effects of climate change and the amount of 
pollution and greenhouse gases which this refinery would produce. We should not be 
encouraging fracking, new fossil fuel infrastructure, or the use of fossil fuels in China or the US 
which are world's 2 largest emitters of GHG. 
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Linda Leonard 

I am a resident of Kalama and am concerned for the quality of life we will experience from the 

proposed methanol refinery on the shoreline of the Columbia river. 

'-

The World Health Organization just released a report stating the most direct link between 

climate change and ill health is air pollution. 

Northwest Innovation Works' attempt to downplay climate change from the proposed world's 

largest methanol refinery in Kalama, which would produce up to 2.9 million tons of CO2 

equivalents yearly, clearly shows their attempt to squash the narrative of greenhouse gas 

emissions with the release of Life Cycle Associates DSEIS with the declaration "the refinery 

would actually reduce global carbon emissionS:'. 

The fact, NWIW's methanol refinery greenhouse gas impacts are significant and adverse. 

The proposed refinery's tracked gas consumption at full capacity does not equal all gas used 

by every home, business and industry in Seattle, Portland, Tacoma, Spokane, Bellvue, Eugene, 

Bellingham and Corvallis, quoted by Sightline in July, 2018. 

The company's attempt to diminish the climate impact is deceiving. NWIW has voluntarily 

proposed to mitigate for 100 percent of all GHG emissions that occur within Washington, 

including those that are outside of the facility operations and their control. 

More than half of the climate pollution caused by NWIW would have the same impact on our 

climate no matter where it happens. Why should NWIW only want to mitigate for the pollution 

that happens within state borders? 

NWIW provides no details on how it will mitigate it's huge carbon footprint. The EIS mentions 

buying carbon credits or paying into a mitigation fund but they provide no details on how those 

payments would translate into real verifiable reductions in global GHG levels. 

NWIW doesn't say what carbon credit market it would buy credits from or whether enough 

carbon credits are even available to offset millions of tons of yearly climate pollution. 

The SEIS says that Northwest Innovation Works' facility in Kalama will operate for 40 years. This 

would lead to 4 decades of tracking, water, air climate and plastic pollution. Fracked gas is not 

clean energy and is not a clean replacement for oil and coal. We cannot afford more pollution 

being pumped into the atmosphere. 

Governor lnslee and the Department of Ecology, please deny this permit. 

1
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JI 

I am retired teacher from the Longview School District and own my own home 

here in Cowlitz County. 

The proposed Kalama methanol refinery is a 2.1 Billion project - That's Billion 

with a "B." By asking for a federal guaranty loan, NWIW, a Chinese-owned 

subsidiary, wants the U.S. taxpayer to assume ALL of the risk of refinery. What 

kind of position does this put us in if the Chinese later decide to slap a 25% tariff 

on U.S.-produced methanol in response to President Trump's tariffs on Chinese 

goods? What if other global buyers of methanol won't pay much as we assumed 

at the time of the proposal? We, the American taxpayer will have NO leverage 

with the Chinese and will bear the full cost of a now-useless refinery, road and 

dock improvements, pipeline extensions, etc. I also heard that up to 400 million 

dollars may come from the Washington State Public Employees' Retirement 

System funds, such as PERS and TRS (my teachers' pension). So if this refinery 

goes bust, that's an awfully big chunk of money for our public employee pensions 

to lose. I don't want my children and grandchildren paying the price of bad 

decision-making on the part of our leaders today, and I certainly don't want my 

teachers' pension funds used to build a refinery that will increase the amount of 

greenhouse-gas producing methane that is produced in the world. 

I would also like to know why it is that Washington State and County 

governments are offering approximately $143 Million in tax incentives without any 

"clawback" provisions written into the deal so that if NWIW doesn't come through 

(in providing the number of local jobs and pay rates that they have promised to 

our community), we don't have to honor the $143 Million in tax incentives. What 

incentive does NWIW even have to provide the promised number of jobs, 

salaries, etc. without a clawback provision? Other states and cities in similar 

positions have insisted on clawbacks ... Why are our local leaders so afraid to do 

the prudent thing and demand them? 

1
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Lastly, the Draft Supplemental EIS did NOT FULLY OR ADEQUATELY address 

the concerns that compelled NWIW to complete a Supplemental Environmental 

Impact Statement in the first place. The current DSEIS, as it is written, makes 

wild speculations about net climate benefits, because it assumes that China will 

use the methanol to replace dirtier coal. We have NO assurance that that will 

come to pass. We have NO way to measure whether the Chinese are in fact, 

reducing their usage of coal-derived-methanol. They have not made any 

concrete agreement with us that they will in fact replace any coal-derived 

methanol, and even if they did, we'd have NO way to enforce said agreement. 

Most likely, they will simply ADD this new supply of methanol to their current 

activities, not replace any "dirtier" form of consumption. 

The permitting agencies should start over with their permitting process, enlist the 

help of Washington State Department of Ecology, and produce an improved SEIS 

that fully and adequately addresses the above concerns, and corrects any other 

deficiencies. 

Lucy Pierce 
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No Methanol 

My name is Marcella Chandler. I am a retired nurse and resident of 
Vancouver Washington. I am very concerned about the DSEIS downplaying 
the impact this Refinery will have on health and the environment of our state 
and beyond. It ignores studies finding the leakage rate much higher and 
underestimates climate impacts of extracting, transporting and storing the 
gas processed at the facility. 

The draft also minimizes the climate disruption and the volatile, dirty 
nature of this gas. We need to remember, this is the largest Methanol 
producing facility in the world. Official project documents note the proposed 
refinery will produce up to 10,000 metric tons of Methanol daily. 

It will use 5,000,000 gallons of water a day from the Columbia and 
Kalama River Aquifers. 

It will produce 5X more diesel particulate pollution then state guidelines 
permit for Air Toxins. It will use 320,000,000 cubic feet of gas daily. More 
than every-gas power plant in the state of Washington combined 

72.000,000 gallons of flammable Methanol will be stored on soil with 
moderate to high risk of liquifying in an earthquake. Ammonia, Carbon 
Monoxide are just two of the many hazardous pollutants that would be 
released. 

Methane Gas pollutes constantly, as it is extracted, transported and stored. 
It is an intensely powerful climate damaging green-house gas before ever 
being combusted. Methanol is just another polluting Fossil Fuel and this is 

just another project a large Corporation is trying to push in the Pacific 
Northwest to make as much money as fast as they can. 

I ask you to start over and create an accurate environmental impact 
statement that addresses the Complete Life cycle of climate emissions and its 
impacts on the health and the environment. 
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Public Comment on Kalama Methanol Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement 

Governor lnslee, Port of Kalama, and Washington Department of Ecology: 

I am opposed to the building of the Kalama Methanol plant in Kalama, Washington. Our 

state should be dedicated to lowering our carbon and methane impact on the 

environment if we are true to our commitment in mitigating the most severe effects of 

climate change. We must consider the following. 

This facility would be using tracked gas. 

Methane is 87 times more powerful as a GHG than CO2. 

There is leakage at the point of extraction, during transport in pipelines and at the 

usage. 

More fossil fuels will be used to transport the product to China and the finished 

product back to our markets. 

This facility will have a projected 40-year lifetime. We only have a limited 

time to curb our use of fossil fuels if we are to save the Earth's climate as 

we know it. 

What is the purpose of this $2,000,000,000 project? How will it improve the fate 

of humanity? What are we willing to sacrifice for the benefit of plastic and profit? 

I trust it will not be our future generations. 

Margo Rolf 
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Extended written comment submitted at hearing 12/13/2018 

Mark Keely, 20-plus year resident and land owner in Kalama, father, and advocate 

for clean energies and a sustainable future. 

The DSEIS laughably states that building the world's largest methanol refinery and 

export terminal in Kalama would have a net climate benefit. NWIW suggests 

building it would be better for the climate than not building it. life Cycle 

Associates, a PR firm for big oil and gas that NWIW hired to write the GHG 

analysis for the DSEIS, who also wrote a similar report for the LNG proposal in 

Tacoma, cherry-picked outlier data to make their case. 

This refinery would take fracked gas from Canada and the Rockies, transport it 

hundreds of miles to Kalama through 60 plus year old pipelines that have a history 

of leaks and explosions, refine it into methanol, a volatile petrochemical, using a 

process that has never been used on an industrial scale this size, load liquid 

methanol onto super tankers, and ship it through the Columbia River estuary and 

over to Asia. 

Every step of that process leaks methane gas. Leakage rates of 2-3% have as much 

global warming potential as coal. Recent well-conducted studies find methane 

leakage rates of 1.9-17%. NWIW chose to use an industry self-reported rate of 

0.32%. That is simply not reasonable or realistic. 

When NWIW was court ordered to accurately report ALL the GHG emissions, how 

insulting to the public to produce this bogus document. Don't buy their spin. 

 i  R  
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Public Comment: 

Kalama Methanol Refinery Supplemental Environmental Impact 

Statement 

Submitted by 

Mailing address 

You can submit written testimony in the following ways: 

• Hand into the sign in table at today's event;

• Email your comment directly to seis@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com;

• Mail your comment to:

KMMEF EIS

c/o SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama

110 West Marine Drive

Kalama, WA 98625

Remember: All comments are due by 5 p.m. on December 28, 2018. 

There is no limit to the number of comments you can submit 
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To: Permitting Agencies 

Re: NWIW DSEIS Hearing Comments per Patricia Bellamy 

December 13, 2018 

Thank you for the opportunity to offer my serious concerns about the health, 

safety, and climate impact Northwest Innovation Works (NWIW) will have on our 

neighbors and indeed our entire globe. This project would be a top cause of 

climate pollution in our region. I am speaking today as a citizen and most 

importantly a Great-Grandmother. I also have over 45 years of experience 

caring for critically ill or injured adults. As a current member of ANA- the 

American Nurses Association that represents interest for over 3.5 million 

registered nurses, ANA has issued a clarion call stating: "the challenges that we 

face as a result of global climate are unprecedented in human history." This 

project poses long-term climate pollution and immediate risks. Highly flammable 

fracked gas moved through hundreds of miles of pipeline risks not only miles of 

explosions, but also methane leaks. Methane is as much as 86 times more 

polluting than CO2, and contains toxic chemicals such as Benzene, known to 

cause cancer. Please do not accept the NWIW claim of only .32 percent leakage 

rate where valid studies have shown rates up to 2.6 percent or higher. Last 

summer I walked along part of the proposed fracked gas pipeline. It will build up 

inclines of volcanic rock and down through private property passing a historic 

cemetery. I spoke to a home owner who said the pipeline would be feet from his 

kitchen. Would you want to live in this home or, have your children play in his 

yard that he had worked years to build and improve? I certainly would not risk by 

Great-Grandchildren in that environment! Eminent Domaine will take his home if 

you say "Yes" to this project. Say "NO"! Keep it in the ground. 

Patricia Bellamy 
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December 13, 2018 
Statement against siting a methanol refinery in Kalama 

I am a lifelong resident of the Pacific Northwest and currently live in Portland, where I 
was born. Through family boating, fishing, kayaking, hiking and road trips, I feel a close 
connection to the Columbia River and its environs and care deeply about protecting our local 
environment. I am also a retired public health professional, having served more than two decades 
as Medical Director for Multnomah County Health Department in Portland and for a brief time 
as Health Officer for the Cowlitz-Wahkiakum Health Department in the 1980's. I am an active 
member of Physicians for Social Responsibility and I am keenly aware of issues of 
environmental justice. I am opposed to Northwest Innovation Works' methanol refinery proposal 
in Kalama for many reasons related to global warming, environmental degradation and risks to 
public health. 

Northwest Innovation Works is also proposing a similar plant in my home state at Port 
Westward. I would hate to see a project that was rejected in Tacoma only to be realized in 
Kalama or Port Westward because those towns are so desperate for jobs and economic 
development that they are willing to take on environmental risks that others are not. 

What NWIW proposes in essence is to produce methanol from fracked gas to export to 
China to be used in the manufacture of plastics, products that are themselves a threat to the 
environment. The net effect will be to increase the extraction of cheap methane (fracked gas) at a 
time when the science tells us our only hope for staving off climate change disaster is to wean 
ourselves off of all fossil fuels. Fracked gas is not the clean and green energy source the gas 
industry would have us believe. Fracked gas is not our lifeline to a global climate that will 
sustain human life. Expanding its supply on the global market, which is exactly what this project 
will do, puts downward pressure on the development of clean energy sources and only delays 
the transition we have to make to energy sources that do not contribute to green house gas 
em1ss10ns. 

There are so many uncertainties about this project. What kind of partner will NWIW be? 
The lack of prompt and forthright answers to concerned citizens during the failed Tacoma 
process suggests they are not so concerned about the well being of the local communities they 
want to partner with. Where will the fracked gas come from and how much leakage will occur? 
The DSEIS employs leakage rates that are likely underestimates of actual leakage. Will the Ultra 
Low Emissions method of refining the company plans to deploy actually work? It has never been 
tested on this scale. How many more pipelines will need to be built in order to feed the project, 
pipelines that degrade water sheds and habitat and agricultural land and other natural resources? 
What if the region suffers an earthquake? The plant will be sited on land that will liquefy in the 
event of a major earthquake with the likely outcome of massive and difficult to control methane 
fueled explosions and fires. What about the toxic effects of diesel particulate matter that will be 
emitted in concentrations five times over the allowable clean air standards? What about the 
economic fallout of the increased rates of heart and lung disease in the local population? Not to 
mention the suffering. What about the massive consumption of water and electricity the project 
demands? Is that something the State of Washington can sustain at a time of worsening drought 
and the imperative to reduce overall energy consumption? 

NWIW is trying to sell this project as a good thing for global warming. They claim that 
net global greenhouse gas emissions will decrease as a result. Their analysis is based on the 
premise that China will replace all their dirty, coal-produced methanol used in the plastics 
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industry with the cleaner gas-produced methanol and that none of the methanol produced in 
Kalama will wind up in the gas tanks of Chinese cars. The analysis is 0n shaky ground. Contrary 
to what Lifecycle Associates would have us believe, there is nothing certain in long term 
predictions about energy production or the global market for gas, oil or coal, the global 
regulatory environment or the global trade environment or how China will choose to deploy its 
energy resources. 

Make no mistake. The mission ofNWIW is not to reduce global greenhouse gas 
emissions. It is to use our cheap and abundant methane, water and electricity to produce, ship 
and sell methanol. Not only do they not care what China uses the methanol for, the company is 
on record saying they would like to drive use of methanol in China as fuel for cars and ships. 
This according to a December 2017 Reuters report. And of course they do. That's how they 
make their money. 

My family owns property on the wild and scenic North Santiam River. Today when we 
look out across the river at the forests on the opposite side, what we see are dead and dying 
Douglas Firs. On our property, about half the Douglas Firs are dying from drought. And it's 
happening all over the state. Last August Portland earned the distinction of having the worst air 
quality in the country because of smoke drifting in from forest fires in both Oregon and 
Washington. Climate change is no longer an abstract phenomenon. It is no longer something we 
need to worry about in the future. It is here and now. I urge you not to be fooled into thinking 
that a massive methanol refinery in Kalama will have a net positive impact on this community, 
on this state and its neighbors, or on the existential threat of global climate change. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Patricia Kullberg, MD MPH 
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The Kalama Methanol project must be supported and encouraged because it is a unique opportunity to 

strike a serious blow against climate change. 

Rarely has such a large effort been put into the hands of a large population to save jobs, farms, income 

and a way of life as this very large facility on the shores of the Columbia River and in the state of 

Washington. Not as it now stands but as it could and will stand once our options are investigated and 

opened up for further development. 

We are all familiar with the outline of the plan to convert natural gas into methanol and ship the 

methanol to China. This new facility is part of the revamping of the methanol production systems that 

use natural gas rather than petroleum or coal derivatives as the main building block in making methanol 

and its derivatives like fuel, plastics, medicines and solvents, 

The plant will need a horrendous amount of natural gas, up to 320 million cubic feet a day and the main 

objection to the project is the use of natural gas from petroleum based tracking operations. This is a very 

primitive system that allows gas bearing rocks to be shattered to release the gas captured in the shale. 

The various arguments against are manifold and well documented from the poisoning of the areas 

around the operation with the various tracking chemicals to the release of large amounts of uncaptured 

gas that ends up in the atmosphere, and natural gas is one of the most toxic poisons we can send into 

the atmosphere., whether here or in China, all that gas ends up in our atmosphere. 

There is a better way to reduce the amount of gas taken from the ground. Our way will produce a 

number of benefits locally, nationally and internationally, and it all stems from a purely local situation 

that affects the farming communities and the rural aquifers that surround them. 

In Oregon and Washington, dairy farms are being forced to shut down because they have become too 

large to safely dispose of their manure in a manner that will not cause the sheer numbers to pollute, just 

like the pollution from fossil fuels. BUT, farms have options that do not exist for fossil fuels. Two of those 

options are called digesters and the high demand for real natural gas, renewable methane from the four 

stomachs each cow has in order to produce the 25 tons of manure each come produces every year. 

The other option is called a digester, a piece of farm equipment widely used in Europe and in China, but 

almost non-existent here. The digester takes the dairy manure and breaks it down digests it as it were 

into methane, carbon and digestate. 

Now for the huge ass numbers, the 387,000 dairy cows in Oregon and Washington produce 9.7 million 

tons of manure, which in turn creates 193 trillion cubic feet of natural gas a year. This gas has no 

particulates, unlike tracked gas, it is considered carbon neutral so in combustion or transformation it is 

not considered to be a pollutant and its use qualifies the user for carbon credits on the International 

gold standard trade structure which proposition 1631 would have instituted. Those credits are 

international so credits earned right here can be traded in China for monetary recompense. 

My partners and I are proposing to work with NW IW to create a dairy based natural gas system to 

ensure that clean biogas replace as much of the tracked gas as we can muster, at least 15 trillion cubic 
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Public Comment: 

Kalama Methanol Refinery Supplemental Environmental Impact 

Statement 

Submitted by 

Mailing address 

I\-- ,s 
s:-toe 

turn over to continue writing ....
-----------------------------

You can submit written testimony in the following ways: 

• Hand into the sign in table at today's event; 

• Email your comment directly to seis@kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com; 

• Mail your comment to:

KMMEF EIS

c/o SEPA Responsible Official Port of Kalama

11 O West Marine Drive

Kalama, WA 98625

Remember: All comments are due by 5 p.m. on December 28, 2018. 

There is no limit to the number of comments you can submit. 
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Colonialism has reached our shores. China wants to use our cheap water, energy 

and Canadian fracked gas. European countries extracted whatever they wanted 

from Africa because they had more advanced technology to produce 

overwhelming force. China doesn't have overwhelming force and we know the 

cons.equences of the proposal. It is not acceptable to do nothing while Canadian 

ground water is contaminated by fracking for natural gas. The latest IPCC report 

says we only have 12 years to reverse global warming. When you are in a hole, the 

first thing you do is to stop digging. In that 12 year window we have to start using 

less fossil fuels, not build the world's largest methanol refinery with a life 

expectancy of 40 years. 

You get what you pay for. The study by Lifecycle Associates cost NWIW six figures. 

In return they got a report that claims the refinery would actually reduce 

greenhouse emissions. No evidence or guarantees were provided to support this 

conclusion, just assumptions and speculation. 

For example, the report under reports the effects of methane on the environment 

by using a 100 year time frame where methane is 21 times as potent a climate 

warming gas as CO2. But it is 100 times as potent in 5 years and 86 times as potent 

in 20 years. Remember we have to turn things around in 12 years. 

You should not accept a highly biased report that was funded by a Chinese 

government sponsored company. Please have the unbiased Washington State 

Department of Ecology do their due diligence and report their findings. Unlike 

earlier colonialism where the targeted country was poorer for the process, this 

time we will all suffer if more fossil fuels are allowed to warm the climate. 

The report under reports the quantity of greenhouse gasses by using a leakage 

rate that is 5-8 times lower than actual measurements along fracked gas pipelines. 

R Jc.,�Cir4 V<J_Jet D /)5
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KALAMA METHANOL REFINERY SCOPING COMMENT 

Hello, my name is Bob Doherty, i live at 294 Laverne Drive Kalama Washington. I am a 

retired truck driver, with Teamster's Local 58, and i live on the Kalama River,one of the most 

Pristine rivers in the state of Washington!! In the last 34 years of living here,i use the Kalama 

River and the Columbia River for boating,fishing,rafting on tubes and also sun bathing on the 

beautiful beaches! 

THINGS THAT WORRY ME ARE; 

1.Salmon& Steelhead Runs-- Are fish runs of salmon,steelhead, and sturgeon are

depleted now and i really worry about future runs for our kids and grandkids! I can remember 

as a child,in the late 50's, when the salmon returned in the fall, on any of these tributarys, they 

were so thick in the rivers you could actually pitch fork them out onto the banks,if you were 

into illegal fishing ,of course! Today is a very different story. Today with the new Methanol 

Plant, we will have to worry about a plant EXPLOSION,ships running aground and leaking huge 

amounts of product into the Columbia River, and with more volume of ship traffic,more small 

fish dying and more land erosion along the banks and effecting the Cathalamet Washington 

area, where land erosion is a very big problem! Not to mention more air pollution,from Diesel 

contamination from even more ships than we have now. SCARY!!! 

2.CANCER- Right now we have the highest rate of cancer than any other county in are

state! That is incredible,rediculous, and down right stupid,yet they want to build the worlds 

largest Methanol Plant, on the Columbia River,right next to the Kalama River, the most 

PRISTINE RIVER in Washington State!!! This plant will have an exhaust tower 250 feet in the air, 

not only unsitely,but emitting 24/7, the worst green house gases in the state!! Come on Mr. 

lnslee, are you kidding me! You are the CHAMPION of a green state, please don't let us down!!! 

Me, my kids,and grandkids,are counting on you to make the right decision and DENY this plant 

to operate!! The operation of this plant would contaminate are children,grandkids, and the 

community,with unsitely plumes of TOXIC clouds causing cancer,emphysema,and all sorts of 

other respiratory problems! Please ask a nurse, they will tell you the truth, they deal with these 

respiratory problems every day in Cowlitz County, and the Methanol Plant isn't even here yet. 

We don't need it, we have to many other industrial plants here causing major health concerns 

in Kalama, Longview,and Kelso!! This and many other reasons are why this plant was turned 

down to be built in the Tacoma area!! So now they pick on the small towns!! I call this MONEY 

BULLYING!! And we are not standing for it at all!!!!!! 

3. UNSTABLE GROUND--This new Methanol Plant will be built on dredged sand from the

Columbia River,which by the way could be ignited by a SPARK!! In an earthquake this would be 

disastrous up to a 6 mile diameter,wiping out the city of Kalama,P.V. Grain Elevator,and the big 

one Kalama Chemical or what ever It is called today. Kalama Chemical by itself,if it blows, would 
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leave a whole in the ground a half mile wide and i am not sure just how deep. It would take out 

the dikes of the Columbia River and flood the entire lower Columbia Region,wiping Kalama off 

of the map,just due to the explosion,not to mention eliminate the 1-5 Interstate corridor,and 

leave the whole area under massive amounts of water!!!!! This is just Kalama Chemical,now add 

a Methanol Plant that is highly explosive to that and you have ANNIHILATION!! Either one blows 

and it takes the other one out with it!!! I might add Kalama Chemical had a fire in,i think it was 

in the 1990's, that almost got away from them!! They produce Phenol, which if it gets on your 

skin will kill you in 30 minutes, if not washed off!! Think what those Toxic fumes will do to the 

residents of Kalama and the first responders who are still alive after the blast!! WHAT COULD 

GO WRONG HERE,HUMANS ARE IN CHARGE,DON'TVOU KNOW!! Just ask Richard Debolt,one of 

our fearless legislators,who by the way is on Northwest Innovation Work's board of directors, I 

have been told! If true, that is a huge conflict of interest and one every voter needs to know!! I 

Oh,by the way,Prescott Oregon, is a half mile across the Columbia River from both of these 

plants i am talking about. Isn't it amazing,that they have absolutely no say so in the building of 

this new Methanol Plant!! 

4. WATER CONSUMPTION- This new Methanol Plant will use 5 million gallons of water a

day! This causes me great concern about all water supplies to wells,cattle farms,and of course 

the city of Kalama's water supply, which comes directly from the Kalama River! Really what 

could go wrong here. Again,rest assured humans are in control!! I am under 4 miles away from 

the proposed plant and share a well with 10 neighbors.I am just one of many wells in the 

Kalama area, not including Rose Valley, which has many wells and small to large cattle farms! 

5. PLASTICS--China is supposedly using this Methanol to make plastics,which will be

more plastic's in the ocean and on land to kill more birds and animals alike! Will this Methanol 

also be used to fuel cars in China? If so there is more green house gases sent into the 

atmosphere by billions of chinese drivers!! We are all breathing the same air!! 

6.PIPELINE--This new pipe line, will cut threw Rose Valley residents properties,coming

so close to some of these people's homes as to wipe out their septic systems and drain 

fields.Then it will continue west ward toward the new plant passing threw a cemetary on 

Mount Pleasent Road and lastly continue on to go underneath Interstate 5, which is 6 lanes of 

roadway! This is hugely unfair to the homeowner's who have no say so in this because of 

EMINENT DOMAIN! Do you really think they will get a fair price? And what if they don't want to 

move!! In the case of the cemetary,how do you apologize to dead people? Oh, what the 

hell,China needs plastic!!!! 

7.PIPE LINE EXPLOSIONS--As I have stated, the new pipe line will connect to the existing

main line owned by Williams Pipe Line and travel westward 3.5 to 4 miles passing threw the 

cemetary and then under 1-5 Interstate highway.This main line has exploded 3 times so far in 

Washington State alone not counting Canada! I have seen it up close,one of the explosion's was 

6/lOth of a mile from my home on the Kalama River. The fiery blaze could be and was seen in 

Portland Oregon. It made a sound like a coleman camp stove makes when you fire one up,that 

blowing gas sound, but was magnified a million times!! The whole sky light up, in the dark of the 
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early evening,scaring me and my daughter very much!! I did not know if a huge plane had 

crashed or my other thought was that Kalama Chemical had exploded!! It actually shook my 

home and the ground and windows in the house! I grabbed my daughter and some blankets and 

water and evacuated, in fear of are lives. It left a huge hole in the ground above the first fish 

hatchery and could have very easily started a huge forest fire, but thanks to Kalama fire 

department,they got the fire put out!! Williams Pipe Line Company has a piss poor reputation 

as a company and has been sued many times across America for many explosions,in the past. 

Also remember if this pipeline explodes under I-5,it will wipe out all 6 lanes of traffic, which is a 

Military Arterial Lane, to move equipment in case of an attack by a foreign actor, and would be 

devastating to Washington's economy as a whole!! Again, what could go wrong here, humans 

are in control!!! 

8.LIMITED JOBS--Once this Plant is built,and the construction jobs are gone,this plant

will start up and be operated by professionals coming from other areas from around the United 

States or the world,who already have experience running other methanol plants! That 200 jobs 

they talk about will not be you or me or your neighbor or friends!They say,they will start a 

training course at Lower Columbia College,and they will employ,when you are trained,15 

people a year! So for all the damage to your lungs,health,and unsitely TOXIC plumes and a 

chance to be blown up,we are not getting anything out of this at all!! 

9.ELECTRICITY--This plant will use 200 megawatts of electricity a day.The same amount

of electricity used by all Cowlitz County residence.This could cause new infrastructure or 

increased fossil fuels to fill the demand. Who will pick up the tab for that? Yea-- PUD 

customers!!! NOT ACCEPTABLE AT ALL!!! 

10.POLITICS--lt is my understanding that one of our legislators,MR. Richard Debolt,is on

the Board of Directors of Northwest Innovation Works,which owns the Methanol Plant!! I find 

this to be a direct conflict of interest, and a SHIT SANDWICH,for anybody living in this area!!! 

We will see you at the ballot box "DICK"!!!!!!! Sincerely ROBERT L DOHERTY 
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The Kalama methanol refinery is an unconscionable assault to this fragile earth. In light of the 
current attention to the earth, even the concept of this project flies in the face of all we need to 
take responsibility for now. 

The refinery does not benefit the US, Washington State or SW Washington. If this project is 
meant to create economic health here, it does not. No taxes are being derived from the 
agreement. Canadian and Chinese companies are benefitting from the refinery but we are not! 

Costs to the local and global environment are staggering. We would have to invest 
infrastructure, and while jobs may be created short term, long term costs of the construction 
would be paid out of Washington resident's pockets, only to benefit the international entities. 

It is a No Win for us. 

December 13, 2018 
Roxanne Nakamura 

I live eight miles from the site of the deadly proposed refinery. I am afraid of leaks, fumes, 
smoke, contaminated water killing people, animals and marine life. I am afraid of industrial 
accidents such as explosions and deadly fumes escaping and silently poisoning my family, my 
neighbors and natural habitats. 

Do not approve this project or any like it now and in the future 
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From: Roxanne Nakamura roxbnak@gmail.com 
Subject: Kalama methanol refinery scoping plan. Concerns about our natural environment 

Date: February 27, 2018 at 4:48 PM • . 
To: seis@kalarnarnfgfacilitysepa.com 
Cc: Rox roxbnak@gmail.com 

I am Roxanne Nakamura. I have environmental concerns about the methanol plant. I live in Woodland WA, about 8 miles from the targeted 
site. I am involved with developing a site for remediation of habitat and protection for native pollenizers (birds, bees and other insects). Our 
world is increasingly inhospitable to them and our crops are dependent on them. I feel like my work is ineffectual at making a difference in 
light of the environmental destruction caused by the methanol refinery project. 

Destroying land in Cowlitz County to install the "stub" pipe will ruin habitat. Investigation of the effects on native plants and animals must be 
addressed in a careful and detailed way. 

Even though the site has been ruined by previous dumping of dredging materials does not excuse the effects of the plant on the riverbank of 
the Columbia. Environmental efforts offsite for mitigation will not be enough to make up for the loss of the riverbank ecosystem near Kalama. 
Even if a detailed and demanding plan is developed, I believe the damage is inexcusable. Further research must be done to really 
understand the full impact of the riverbank destruction. The use of 50,000 square feet of river habitat must be researched and reckoned with. 

Even though the river bottom has been altered already, this project will undoubtably cause further damage to fish runs and the fragile 
ecosystem of the Columbia River. A full report of the effects of so many ships and possible dredging is necessary. This cannot be ignored. 

Pollution effects on my health and on my loved ones and neighbors is a high concern of mine. Leaks are inevitable, as demonstrated in other 
oil and gas facilities. Leakage of toxic gases and waste products will effect our health. Examples of "low level" toxins and the effects on whole 
communities have been in the news. Communities are destroyed by such poisoning. This must be addressed in the studies being developed. 
Kalama and surrounding communities deserve and expect to be spared such disastrous consequences. 

I am afraid of not knowing when a leak is happening. The decision to not scent the gas to save money looks like the company will be hiding 
events that should alarm us. 

Studies must show that using Kalama water resources is ok- it absolutely is not! 

Using river water is as bad as using underground water. Running natural waters through the plant will have real and negative impacts on 
living things. Killing river life by changing temperatures and mechanical processes will kill all life within the water used. Damage to fish, 
microorganisms, plants and bird habitat must be considered in the environmental impact reports. With real science to back up the reports. 

We must accept our responsibility for not allowing ourselves or others to further damage our earth. Fracking is a horribly destructive process 
and we must not condone use of natural gas in the PNW and certainly not locally. Supporting China's use of the resource is a terrible thing to 
do. 

We have fought hard to diminish coal transport and use from our small part of the country and we can not let the oil and gas industry expand 
the use and processing of natural gas in our region. 

We can not provide a site for transportation of methanol across the ocean. Stopping pollution by the ships and other environmental abuse 
starts here. 

Please listen! The Earth, our world depends on careful respect of our environments and resources use. 

Roxanne Nakamura 
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"" . . . . 

Extended written comment submitted at hearing 12/13/2018 

Sally Keely, 20-plus year resident and land owner in Kalama, Professor of 

Mathematics, mother, and advocate for clean energies and a sustainable future. I 

didn't think I would have to stand here again speaking about coal, methane, and 

GHGs, but the fossil FOOL industry condemns me to that necessity. In an ode to 

Patti Smith 11
/ refuse to surrender my pen" or voice or vote.

The POK, Cowlitz County, NWIW, and their paid consultants Life Cycle Associates 

are taking us for fools. No reasonable person can think that building a massive 

methane guzzling refinery would be good for the environment. It simply delays 

renewable energy production along with its 2-3 times as many jobs (US 

Department of Energy). 

NWIW has lied to us from the beginning, and not just to we the people. They lied 

in a presentation to the NWGA (June 2016) stating, .,,Methanol has a long safety 

record on the Columbia River", even though they have never built or operated a 

methanol refinery before, and the process they propose for refining fracked-gas 

to methanol has never before been used industrially on this scale. 

NWIW lied when they assured that the methanol produced on the Columbia River 

would be used in Asia as an olefin to make plastics. Sect 4.3.3 of the DSEIS states 

"NWIW intends to ship all of the KMMEF [Kalama Manufacturing & Marine Export 

Facility] methanol produced to China for MTO [methanol to olefins] production." 

But there is absolutely NO assurance the Chinese government will use the 

methanol to make plastics. In fact the opposite. We Lebin, Chairman of the 

Kalama refinery's parent company in China, stated that the refinery's output 

could 11replace diesel, coal, and gas with methanol to power vehicles. 11 (China

Daily, Apr. 2017) Lebin doubled down on the claims stating that the company 

"wants to drive the use of methanol as a transportation fuel for cars and ships." 

(Reuters, Dec. 2017) Even the DSEIS admits, "China is a global leader in methanol 

fuel" (pg 152). The probable use of methanol produced in Kalama would be as a 

fuel source. The SEIS should properly account for those GHG impacts so we know 

the exact amount of climate pollution to expect. EFSEC should have an authority 

position in the permitting process. 
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The DSEIS claims to reduce global GHG emissions by asserting North American gas 
would replace Chinese coal in olefin production but offers no evidence. In fact 
NWIW President Vee Godley said he "doesnJt know if any coal-based methanol 

plants would actually shut down as a result of his projects. 11 (The Daily News, Mar. 
2016) There is no way NWIW can guarantee what happens to the product once it 
has been sold to a foreign country. 

Don't let NWIW spin their lies any more. This single refinery would use as much 
fracked gas as 1/3 the entire state of Washington does now, much more than all 
of Seattle, Portland, and other big NW cities do combined. That is inconsistent 
with the low carbon innovative future to which Washington strives. 

In the lower Columbia River we have been hit by one huge fossil fuel export 
proposal after another - oil in Vancouver, coal and ammonia in Longview. 
methanol in Kalama, and the twin methanol refinery near St. Helens. If allowed to 
be built this refinery would become Washington's top climate polluter by 2025 
(Stockholm Environment Institute study, Feb. 2018). Is that what we want in the 
PNW? No way! I refuse let big oil and gas take over our magnificent Columbia 
River estuary turning it into the new Gulf Coast. 

The small town and port of Kalama can find responsible companies that aren't 
just in it to rape our natural resources, line their pockets, and lie to our faces. 
Let's grow green partnerships that will protect our air from pollution, our water 
from contamination, preserve safe healthy communities for our families, and 
truthfully reduce GHG emissions. Come on port, you can do better. We can all be 
better together. 

�!� 
Sally Keely 
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FROM: T0:912068292401 12/10/2018 16:02:29 #676 P.001 / 001 

�"' . 

My name is Sarah Cornett, here representi,ig Washington Physicians for S clal Responsibility. 
Tonight I am reading comments submitted by Dr. Stephen Chandler, a phy ·cian Jiving in 
Longview, and specializes in hematology and oncology,and sees patients i Vancouver, 
Longview, and Astoria. Tonight he cannot be with us but asked me to share his comments with 
you here. 

Good evening. 1<havE:)•f;?f�C{i,¢�<fl'll�JqirJ�f9.ho��riy,fiyi/tj���L#.a'�t.,#gip•·· tie,p{§ 1fu:9or 
4c:irnmµr:1ity .. My family, children and grandchildren, reside mere miles away n Longview. I 
yesterday took care of a patient working in a facility next to the proposed sit . They are worried 
and feel threatened. Rightfully so,----fire, explosions, toxic chemicals and p llutants and 
particulate matter, earthquakes, accidents, their health, millions of gallons o our Columbia River 
water used daily, threat to salmon, and our waterways, . Yes rightfully so. 

'�•dc111y$efJimti$bf$ Wlth •P?na:ef �fiiJ.if/41<�m,�; $,vhiy>n.� ��k§:1#9,  :{flpwid; ·••  th�h1;1Pi1.r;�n. ifqw
<iicJ 1.• rJ�ttbts, why i:lt�ir eft6tJ6J�1·7\ Q�µa/ly}Jj�i,jHiw.ersc!ijffi.1µh¢1�ih ifi@w�v� ,/thi1t.·wJJUtiJ riqt Pe
the•.c:;t¾$e.· trNWrW; cln#foifiifQfJc<>��;mi;tt,l¾#;o/:''pt�IJk·tiJijitdxic,�lflrfJ.e,fJt:$#:f ��i�c{ioithis 
lpassiv�,pr9i'=!PJ:fii@•Y�rd�1ft&�rmf4/iti?hi.!/i,.�(,:.t,iiilthLl:liirltff:rt;tkh�wnitq.•:'1<i,•·ci ; _,¢.,ffqg�11,¢, 
,�&J.�mhgJ,nic;/ •t&f!i#l'Ji!$� .¢?nh�rs;:, arifJ.iieWiifr,;,1'iii:/tc1,,�xti1@. 6ilii§iJ. C#�rr1li# •· : P4imorri!i'¼••?f1ct 
�er�brq\iiisau.Jaf i$i$�ai�f• • tb���·EJr:�;fenq\#1tilii/fei$��i'!ilJ.Jfn•th.iiJ�•'6x#d$µr:�s, .W,,itfknoWn. 

M�tb�JJ� ap/:J;fr�c;#iq� g�$ hr�•npt•Olf!:fJiJ, T.hi#Y·ft�v� fJff.V�iJ<##dql��I]; 7!6.ir ., s/:t�rpl;J.. �b¢.ll(ttrft 
r:esultaniittne$�6�ds.;ii;1,�;£jf•abiLcicefinltiv.�. ·./fis�.fci$$lliue.l•tha(irii!if)JJt�:f1lri§ii<. •·••tkidni:,;e,i/t.•hil�!tll· 
arJdpollu.tingo�k �Jhtr;t/m 
every moment of its lifecycle - from extraction, transport, to refining. Metha e pollution releases 

toxic chemicals into air and water including benzenes, toluenes, and particu ate matter. As a 
physician, the rhetoric of Northwest Innovation Works calling this project go d for the climate 
reminds me of cigarette companies' last gasp to mislead the public that inh ling tobacco was 
good for you, despite doctors and scientists warnings that it harmed nearly very organ in the 
body. 

The SEIS inaccurately assesses this project's true impacts, It uses unrealis c data about the 
true impacts of methane and carbon pollution. Even if all gas for this project came from Canada, 
how can we in good conscious encourage more demand for fracked gas, al eady shortening life 
spans and harming pregnant mothers and infants in communities forced to I ve with it, let alone 
all those exposed to these toxic elements released along the tortuous pipeli es and in the 
industrial plant itself. How can we in good conscious allow pipelines carryin tracked gas 
through our neighborhoods? 

I see the impacts of these toxic pollutants everyday. My oath is for the healt , wellbeing and life 
of my patients, our community, and our planet. My patients live, work, and eathe in this 
community. For their sake, and the sake of their children and grandchildren, please reject this 
project 
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Public Comment: 

Kalama Methanol Refinery Supplemental Environmental Impact 

Statement 

Submitted by 

Mailing address 

I'm Sarah McKenzie of Portland, Oregon which is on the Columbia River too. 

I love this planet and have enjoyed its beauty and bounty and beasts 
all my life. So it's payback time for 70 years of pleasure and 
pay-it-forward time for the children and critters who can't speak or 
write but will be deeply impacted by climate change. 

This ironically named Northwest Innovation Works project is about 
continued fracking for gas to be piped to Kalama to be turned into 
methanol to be shipped to China to be made into plastics or to fuel 
cars. Not one step along this path is good for Northwest inhabitants 
or our planet now and long into the future. 

Step by step: fracked gas; air, water and soil pollution from 
dangerous chemicals 
pipelines: leaking methane which is 86 times 
more damaging than CO2 
methanol: made using more fracked gas than all 
Washington power plants, 
businesses and homes combined 
shipping: 6,000 miles each way using fossil fuels 
for plastics: huge areas of our oceans are 
already covered in plastic waste 
for auto fuel: for China's third largest auto company 

All this extensive operation to provide methanol to China so it will 
maybe not make methanol from dirtier coal plants maybe. Where is the 
logic? Oh, on cl- Wall Street Company with $15 billion capital and the 
Chinese government. 

We need to be choosing clean energy first and not lock in this fossil 
fuel infrastructure for its contractual 40 years. I won't be here that 
long, most of you won't be here either, but our legacy will be 
apparent for this planet of ours, our childrens' children, and all 
future flora and fauna that survive. 
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Northwest Innovation Works is a creation of the Chinese government through the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences Holdings Co. Its Chairman, Wu Lebin 
encourages the use of methanol for fuel in cars and ships, despite NWIW claims 
it will be used to make plastic. Coal is the main feed stock to make methanol in 
China·, and China is the world's largest user of methanol due to heavy demand. 
There is no firm commitment to reduce coal use if methanol also comes from 
Kalama. 

In the international waters of the South China Sea lie the Parcel and Spratly 
Islands. The Chinese created 27 bases there armed with Y J-128 anti-ship cruise 
missiles. China has signed the UN Convention of the Law of the Sea, declaring 
freedom of the seas. In July, 2016, The Permanent Court of Arbitration at The 
Hague ruled against the Chinese in a claim brought by the Philippines. The 
Chinese refuse to honor the treaty and now threaten shipping and Taiwan. On 
September 30, 2018, the USS Decatur was near the Spratly Islands and a 
Chinese destroyer sailed within 45 feet of the Decatur in a confrontation. 

China has the world's largest navy with 317 ships and submarines compared to 
the US Navy with 283. Their arsenal includes the DF-26, "carrier killer" ballistic 
missile, threatening our ships as far away as Guam. 

Admiral Philip Davidson, head of the U.S. lndo-Pacific Command, said, "There is 
no guarantee that the United States would win a future conflict with China." 

China needs fuel to power its navy. Why deplete our natural resources? Why 
increase green house gases to power a potential adversary? 

Thomas Gordon 
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Address: 

Phone: 

Email: 

�Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project 
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Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

e Name: he---\J,,J �Lr----�-------'--------------------

Address: 

Phone: ( 

Email: / 

� Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project 

Comments: :C1 v-- h.e✓� c,� bQLo,J� � Nor j-..�� £..\�G�"''C- to

( L>V' LO\J.A I 

Please continue on the back 
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Phone: 

Email: l'1
_____;-____,;;,,,,r...=-- -

□ Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project

Comments: £ ffe /;eye 41? f26C/t7tA /rrn11n f5 /iJr Yh✓; � 

'f{) � -4rl �ie, b �rz J'1P-I-, ��re /:i,; 

Please continue on the back 
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Email: 
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□ Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project
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□ Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project

Comments: 
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Please continue on the back 
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Address:  

Phone: 
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Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Email: 
__ ____;;._,L.._....J>,,,..L�4-<---..,,,.,,l--.,,L-----4,.-:::�..J�. ��____.___.,,,...,,.....,,_.:........<.....-----------

,,_ Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project 

Comments: �.,,...Jt -M ())-\_i

- 'Pt -
�Please continue on the back 
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Name: Cvir i; Nf v -r I/

Address: 

Phone: 
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Em a i I: S

6 Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project 

Comments: 
-------------------------------
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Please continue on the back 
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Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: ,;f <.........)/ ArJ 
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,_I.) 1,,VlV

Address: 

Phone: 5  

Email: r   s
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Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project 

Comments: T/lts r"' f!.o _;yG,';- •v 1'-'- fc U.v Tt
= 

· �"- ,-\,,_ , /�(._ /: ... (;;:-�ti" P'-.-/l1/1fvt'

-.:..: 
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Name: J4 -. , Wti, Ji., OJ.- � 1-"' � ✓ '=-s

Address: 

Phone: 

Email: �2 

�Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project 

Comments: '1 q , � J h / t7Vl ) -.J- 1
' 

Ir, t I 
_I 

o of"�

Please continue on the back 
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Address: 

Phone: -:-::s
Email: l,) /. 
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, Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project 

Comments: -:I Q__,}�{J)R -h .. _0
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Please continue on the back 
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)£Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project 
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Phone: 

Email: CJ,,  y  )
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�es, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project 

Comments: Iv uYW2J/ tnJ � of-{, c � I/ s ;p v' 61' A..J�t

-rt,.,_ JJev/-, �(71') � ev, s. / � h fN!-
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Phone: 
-

E ma i I: 
__ _____;______;:.......=..._..:..........=�=-.....E....__,,....L...!:.---4--., �:<.......,;,...� ___ _,______,_ ______ _ 
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Please continue on the back 
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Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: -=;:r;;k f

Phone: 

Email: 
------- --

Please continue on the back 
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- �= =--=--=---------------

XYes, I like to be added to he electronic notification list for the project 

Comments: 
-

Please continue on the back 
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KALAMA� 
u

Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: Su-.£. �11-{�el:) 

Address: 

Phone: -
Email:  =---.;: ::........;. _ =--- ----'- -- ....:..._ _ �E?...-:<.<_,;__   ______ _ 

Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project 

Comments: I run ol cl en O 4 k., +v fb\A.-{N'-w :J:1...J::-:1. --1 -fuo L de cct.d.JN)

o lcrhrl 74.-Calufl'-ht\_. A�clt �/1 7YD CAf'.. f'J eo./�

-ti) cfe<;-fy t1.cfu� ()t 00 { eo...r--fl'. 
Please continue on the back 
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Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Phone: 
-

Email: __________________________ _ 

□ Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project

Comments: 
-------------------------------

Please continue on the back 
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Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: c;, / 

Address: 

Phone: 

Email: r 
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KALAMA� 
Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: 
---------------------------

Phone: 
-

Em a i I: Q Se.., .coAA 

de;, I like to be added to the electronic notificatiori list for the project

Comments: f' C!) ppok:e. ,h,.�s fu, L¾ 'b.e_cc.ruS-L I+ 15 \\VI \'1€. cc <--¼"7 4 \'Id

w, \ l w ,J "( co Act, Jo$.e, h, f o l lu +.,,/'\ i:1 "'J c.J 1 !'1 .. 1,.,e c)t\l/. Vlt} , d-:-/ "" 1 O s., vu.e d

o � a Fed o v'i I Co u ,-t: A Y\" r,2.,.,,,f:e c{ Mo"'", :hi" ( C-1'.rv\) \" M6 v 1. h M-e yo\ \"rhul"\ 

Please continue on the back 
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Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: �\one DauyY)
Address:                    

  

Phone:
----'----"-_____.;; ;__

 
_

  
- -=--- �

"'---'= ��.....________..�------
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□ Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project ---.:::::_ 

Please continue on the back 
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r KALAMA� 
u 

Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: {L:u,,,�Je l/Jy

Address:  rft     
Phone: 

-

Email: 
---------------------

□ Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project

Comments: '71.. _' W. f. t.U · ?'J&!d � tJJJL. � (t:f «J-/UJ � tluef �
� � It M tl1.l UJf!�vl-{p -/4 u/4,L, � , I/ /I� ' ' 

�J. tiJu._ --/o flX� M�� � ��r� ��
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KALAMA� 
Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: � �

Address:      
 

Phone:     

Email:   :y   
□ Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project

Comments: 
---------------------------
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KALAMA� 
Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: Al{\(\()._ �uvvry'nre �s 
Address:      
Phone: (   

Email: i;�Vy
1

t±  T

□ Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project

Comments�')o�" (U\6 '0\\/iro I\� J. r{e.ckio ti:' OK� l'lr)_ ,v,.V.\:va!l �c:2�\\Je \ ��
o\ Lo11 N-� o..<Q... t\ �\ co t10s1 · · o\?5 �cd- II\ 

Please continue on the back 
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Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: Sv_?:: 2,
:;r

ci

Address: -=-;::-= =         
  

Phone:     

Email:    

�Yes, I like to be add8 o the electron:c notifica
�

on list fo
� 

the project 

Comments: .P\ ,z <>-2� 0 'iv\-'e:. ":::, � ±\n, =:, � ,o � e_ c__\ . c ) "' -r be0s,v._ .\-; Ll '"tow 'V'\ �
- w \ 
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Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Phone: 
-

Email: 
-------------------------

□ Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project

Comments: u} 0 l�, ke- t'o \;<no0 W

Ge-
n tr -ehe -t
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Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

□ Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project

Comments: J:. S

Please continue on the back 
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KALAMA� 
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Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: :em� \Al� 
Address:   lf llf1   � fMn.1  15<(; ct
Phone: 

--------------------

Email: 1,,�I� &>�'<H5tlN)J'.U\. ( UV\.-1
9(Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project 

Comments: l aro IIV<lhV!Lj iY\ Of P 05rlJJ;Y\ :JD -\-\-1l, �a.n D { pa,'p:l · C,,l ,b1¢£,

� Is � OJ/lA \UQ. ovi.l WLV&, /4ML !ID ,m;:,k (J.lfd-mLlfV-a ±n
J..ri.&rAl¥( f,s:stl -fu,d *:s\:w.d:: \,V'f, ::Jh.L r� i,J - '::, 0. n \ ( £'\ILQ_, f>lll CD ✓

bR.t.AilSR�i\ ti's NcbfiZi.l resoir<u "':)• V\Jo... bAAJf w r;ypu&LvtJb in 
,Au.� "f �o..bki � 1du � � - u)rtiAzyd±: :±vw�odet1A� 

\A.) 
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KALAMA� 
Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Phone: 
-

Email: 
--------------------------

□ Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project

Comments: 1- µ
s · � 7't> '-f( c c..,rv-) dY'---- c.,, ,� 1 tL �l z,.. 0 I 

\-{ I �!L � .+o r1v 1. e...rV\ (£"1,; 

I

b u..--L u.
I I 

�! 
r ,. , ... 
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,--

_,l 
,--- -rf-(.... (x' 
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Please continue on the back 
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Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: � \ , t0t0A-tL

Address:    

Email: 
--------------------------

□ Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project

Please continue on the back 
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Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: -Kt(.?<_ hu., s
---+-"---"-'--.a..........:..�__;_ ,____;;;__------=--......__---------------

Add ress:         

Email: )4)  V 

_ es, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project 

; I I (
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Please continue on the back 
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Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: -=-----o_h_V\ __ 'vJ_e) __ W"'_<A_V\.i...._ _____________ _ 

Address:     
Phone: 

-

Em a i I:     fn"  
✓ 

_J 
� Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project 

Comments: 
-----------------------------
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Manufacturing & Marine Export Facility )> 

Name: <tt� ('-rwf 

Address:    

□ Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project

Comments: 1 a ve-rvr �h 
:)_J � - /Ii

V '-V,vf/� � ' {Y <; l--vl� r/}' 

0 I 

� S0fr J

) ("'_ /1 " I 
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Address:              f fj, 0? f
Phone: _    
Email: f daq£dczd..s/7 eo 4  +s9 A ±

(/ t¥-
�s, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project 

Comments: 7'71,e f7 L:o;ze-s>-Ro/ 4J1 -tE--t-t, q- A UL /2- � �.,..,. ,.f-
a 

' r:• 1S c;:, 11 L'( Oeh ./,<t ;/_--e --r�e ru_ !4¢>.A <2✓�-RCtC 
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�es, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project 

Comments: :C � � D::f Po.:,�D :::rv 11-ft 2i?-o:PoS cO

?-e:1¼:,C+tGMt(,J>:'L, f?r=:-0; t:+G:"e--':1 DK� GJl ... R.l��� 
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Name: \jJ V1 � � /tJ µ_ l\) S, \.--- UV"'
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Phone: O       
Email: �        i.  h l,  

□ Yes, I like to be added to the electronic notification list for the project

Comments: LA lvt L f (, c (u\-l

ve \1� uA (.V\, ti 't""b <h;v-.0lL -\- S � up � \ 1 c t'Wiv D \ 
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Testimony in Longview, 12/13/2018 
Mac McK.inlay 

I live in Portland, about a mile from the Columbia River. 

It has been said that a major impediment to dealing with climate-related 
environmental devastation is that we are addicted to fossil fuels. 

That's true, but its also true that we're addicted to alcohol. It appears 
that includes even this kind of alcohol that nobody drinks. 

Why else would we be willing to sacrifice and put at risk the Columbia 
River, its watersheds, its shorelines and all the life that inhabits them? 

If someone is asking for help in committing a self-destructive crime 
that sucks up resources and puts communities, life and earth itself in 
tremendous danger, our proper response is, first, to do everything we 
can to stop them, and, secondly, to seek help for their obvious mental 
derangement. 

If we want to become caretakers of humanity and stewards of the earth, 
a good place to start is putting an end to this very harmful project. 
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